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Notice to Readers
This Financial Reporting Alert is intended to provide accountants practicing in not-forprofit organizations with an overview of recent economic, technical, regulatory, and professional developments that may affect financial management and reporting.
This document has not been approved, disapproved, or otherwise acted upon by a senior
technical committee of the AICPA.
Christopher Cole, CPA, CFE, CFF
Technical Manager
Accounting and Auditing Publications
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How This Alert Helps You
This alert is intended to help you better understand the relevant economic and regulatory factors that affect your financial reporting and identify issues that could result in
the material misstatement of your entity’s financial statements.
The current economic crisis makes financial management more challenging than ever.
This Financial Reporting Alert (alert) is designed to be used by members of a not-forprofit entity’s (NFP) financial management team and audit committee to identify, understand, and address current accounting and regulatory developments affecting the entity,
especially those that are the result of the current economic crisis. This alert is intended to
help you achieve a more robust understanding of the current economic environment in
which your entity is operating. This alert is also an important tool to help you identify the
significant risks that may result in the material misstatement of your entity’s financial
statements. To help you understand relevant industry, economic, and regulatory factors affecting financial management and reporting, the AICPA also offers industry- and topicspecific alerts to be used in conjunction with this alert. These alerts can be obtained by
calling the AICPA at (888) 777-7077 or visiting www.cpa2biz.com. You should refer to
the full text of pronouncements as well as the full text of any rules or publications that are
discussed in this alert.
Certain accounting guidance referenced in this alert has been codified into the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification™ (ASC). On
June 30, 2009, FASB issued FASB Statement No. 168, The FASB Accounting Standards
Codification™ and the Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—a replacement of FASB Statement No. 162. On the effective date of this statement, FASB ASC will
become the source of authoritative U.S. accounting and reporting standards for nongovernmental entities, in addition to guidance issued by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). At that time, FASB ASC will supersede all then-existing, non-SEC
accounting and reporting standards for nongovernmental entities. Once effective, all other
nongrandfathered, non-SEC accounting literature not included in FASB ASC will become
nonauthoritative. See the discussion of FASB ASC in the “Accounting Issues and Developments” section of this alert.
To ensure that CPAs have the essential information needed to serve as leaders at work, at
home, and in their communities, in January 2009, the AICPA launched the Economic
Crisis Resource Center at www.aicpa.org/economy. This Web site is the most comprehensive online resource for the CPA profession during these challenging economic times and
includes the following:
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Tools for minimizing the effects of a recession on your entity
Webcasts on credit and financing issues
Articles on strategic planning
Professional development resources
Additional tools, information, and resources will be posted to the Web site as they are
developed to help you manage the issues and risks you face during this difficult economic
period.
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Understanding the Current Economic Environment to
Assess Risks for Your Entity
Your entity’s financial statements will be subject to specific risks of material misstatement arising from the current economic crisis. The nature of your entity, the degree of
regulation, or other external forces affecting the entity will vary, but this alert is designed to help you better assess these risks in order to develop appropriate controls.
It is important for members of an entity’s financial management team and audit committee to have a sufficient understanding of the entity and the current environment in which
it operates. This understanding will help you perform not only adequate risk assessment
but also opportunity assessment. A proper risk assessment will assist you in understanding
the risk that your entity’s financial statements may be misstated, which then provides the
basis for the establishment or improvement of an effective system of internal control. Understanding how the following factors affect your entity will provide a basis for your risk
and opportunity assessments:
Current economic conditions
Industry, regulatory, and other external factors
Nature of the entity
Current, past, and projected financial performance of the entity
Internal control within your entity, which includes the selection and application of
accounting policies
Objectives and strategies and the related business risks that may result in a material
misstatement of the financial statements
Your entity’s financial statements are subject to specific risks of material misstatement arising from the nature of the entity, the degree of regulation, or other external forces affecting the entity (for example, political, economic, social, technical, and competitive forces).
Just as the external environment changes, the conduct of your entity’s business is also dynamic: business strategies and objectives change in response to external developments.
Business risks result from (a) significant conditions, events, circumstances, actions, or inactions that could adversely affect your entity’s ability to achieve its objectives and execute
its strategies or (b) the setting of inappropriate objectives and strategies. An understanding
of business risks increases the likelihood of identifying, correcting, and preventing risks of
material misstatement in your financial statements. Most business risks will eventually
have financial consequences and, therefore, an effect on the financial statements. However,
not all business risks give rise to risks of material misstatement.
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Understanding and properly addressing, as necessary, the matters presented in this alert
will help you better assess risks of material misstatement of the entity’s financial statements
and implement appropriate controls that will strengthen the integrity of your financial
management and reporting.
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Economic and Industry Developments
Assess risks for your organization and its financial reporting by understanding recent
economic conditions.

The Current Economic Crisis
Economic activities relating to factors such as interest rates, availability of credit, consumer
confidence, overall economic expansion or contraction, inflation, and labor market conditions are likely to have an effect on an entity’s financial statements.
Currently, the U.S. economy continues to experience severe instability. The National Bureau of Economic Research officially declared that, as of December 2007, the United
States slid into a recession. The length of the recession and whether the United States will
enter into a depression are yet to be determined. Some key indicators that exhibit the gravity of the economic crisis include the following:
U.S. real gross domestic product (GDP), the broadest measure of economic activity, continues to decrease at an increasing rate.
The number of jobless claims continues to increase.
The Federal Reserve has continued to decrease the federal funds interest rate.
Federal government intervention in the private sector has increased. Numerous financial institutions and automakers have received bailouts from the government.
Millions of households owe more on their mortgages than their homes are currently worth. The number of residential home foreclosures continues to increase.
The financial markets continue to experience instability—historic lows followed by
rallies. In March 2009, both the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average
reached their 12-year lows, and the NASDAQ closed at its lowest point since
October 2002.
The demand for U.S. Treasury bills has increased at a staggering rate, which drove
the interest rate for these Treasury bills to less than 1 percent in March 2009.
The Treasuries-Over-Euro-Dollar Spread reached 4.63 percent in October 2008, a
historic high, before returning to 1.04 percent in March 2009.

5
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Key Economic Indicators
These key economic indicators further illustrate the severity of the recessionary period that
the United States is experiencing.
The GDP measures output of goods and services by labor and property within the United
States. It increases as the economy grows or decreases as it slows. According to final estimates of the Bureau of Economic Analysis, real GDP decreased at an annual rate of
5.5 percent in the first quarter of 2009. This data indicates a continuation of the slowing
of the economy seen in the fourth quarter of 2008, which experienced a decrease of 6.3
percent.
The unemployment rate continues to rise steadily. In June 2009, the unemployment rate
was 9.5 percent, representing approximately 14.7 million people. Since the start of the recession in December 2007, the number of unemployed persons has increased by about 7.2
million or 4.6 percentage points.
As of June 2009, the Federal Reserve had decreased the target for the federal funds rates
more than 5.0 percentage points to less than 0.25 percent. The Federal Reserve noted in its
June 24, 2009, press release that “economic conditions are likely to warrant exceptionally
low levels of the federal funds rate for an extended period.”

Government Intervention to Curtail the Economic Crisis
The U.S. government has taken unprecedented actions to prevent worsening economic
conditions, including passing the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (Recovery
Act) in February 2009, and the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA),
facilitating the sale of ailing banks and dramatically increasing the monetary programs
available from the Federal Reserve. The results of these actions have not been fully realized
to date.

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
In February 2009, President Obama signed legislation designed to work hand in hand
with the EESA to stimulate the U.S. economy. The Recovery Act is designed primarily to
combat the rising unemployment trends, put more money in the hands of consumers, and
reduce the likelihood that state and local governments will need to raise taxes significantly.
According to the White House press release, the legislation will do the following:
Create or save 3.5 million jobs in the next 2 years
Provide direct tax relief to working and middle class families
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Double the U.S. renewable energy generating capacity over 3 years
Stimulate private investment in renewable energy through tax credits and loan
guarantees
Invest $150 billion in U.S. infrastructure projects
Provide funds to U.S. state and local governments to support health and education
programs
Many of the provisions of this legislation took effect immediately in an effort to stimulate
consumer spending and boost the economy. The total cost of the spending in the Recovery Act is $787 billion, which is in addition to the $700 billion in the EESA. Many economists are concerned that further financial support may be necessary before an economic
recovery is possible. Additionally, the federal government developed the Web site, www.recovery.gov, to facilitate a transparent process to ensure accountability for the execution of
the program.
To monitor these funds on behalf of the federal government, a Recovery Act Accountability and Transparency Board has been created to review management of recovery dollars
and provide early warning of problems. The seven member board includes Inspectors
General and federal Deputy Cabinet secretaries. The Government Accountability Office
and the Inspectors General are provided additional funds and access for reviews of the act’s
funds and spending. The board is responsible for coordinating and conducting oversight
of federal spending under the Recovery Act including, but not limited to, the following:
Ensuring that funds are awarded and distributed in a prompt, fair, and reasonable
manner.
The recipients and uses of all funds are transparent to the public, and the public
benefits of these funds are reported clearly, accurately, and in a timely manner.
Funds are used for authorized purposes, and instances of fraud, waste, error, and
abuse are mitigated.
Projects funded under the Recovery Act avoid unnecessary delays and cost
overruns.
Program goals are achieved, including specific program outcomes and improved
results on broader economic indicators.
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) will provide a supportive role to the
board.
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OMB has published implementation guidance to the federal agencies on how they should
carry out programs and activities enacted by the Recovery Act. The issuance of this guidance is happening on an as-needed basis; please check www.recovery.gov and www.whitehouse.gov/omb/recovery_default/ for current guidance. On April 3, 2009, OMB
published implementation guidance for the Recovery Act. This is the second installment
of detailed government-wide guidance for carrying out programs and activities enacted in
the Recovery Act (Updated Implementing Guidance for the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, M-09-15). This updated guidance supplements, amends, and clarifies the initial guidance issued by OMB on February 18, 2009 (Initial Implementing
Guidance for the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, M-09-10). Updates
to the guidance are based on ongoing input received from the public, Congress, state and
local government officials, grant and contract recipients, and federal personnel. The initial
Recovery Act implementation guidance can be found at www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/memoranda_fy2009/m09-10.pdf, and the supplementary Recovery Act implementation guidance can be found at www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/memoranda_fy2009/
m09-15.pdf. Questions and feedback about this memorandum or the guidance document
can be addressed to recovery@omb.eop.gov and should have the term guidance feedback in
the title of the email. OMB will issue a subsequent memorandum clarifying any updates
to the guidance based on feedback received.

Recovery Act Compliance Requirements
For NFPs, many new compliance requirements exist in the Recovery Act related to the receipt and use of funds. As required by Section 1512 of the Recovery Act, each recipient of
federal funds under the Recovery Act must report the following information 10 days after
each calendar quarter, beginning on July 10, 2009:
The total amount of recovery funds received from each federal agency.
The amount of recovery funds received that were obligated (encumbered) and expended to projects or activities. This reporting will also include unobligated federal
allotment balances to facilitate reconciliations.
A detailed list of all projects or activities for which recovery funds were obligated
and expended, including the following:
—
—
—
—
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Detailed information on any subcontracts or subgrants awarded by the recipient,
including the data elements required to comply with the Federal Funding
Accountability and Transparency Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-282), allowing aggregate
reporting on awards below $25,000 or to individuals.
Readers should monitor the OMB Web site, www.whitehouse.gov/omb/, for further
developments.

New Public Disclosure Requirements for Submissions to the Federal Audit
Clearinghouse
Included in the implementation guidance document M-09-10, discussed previously, is a
requirement that all Single Audit reports received by the Federal Audit Clearinghouse
(FAC) will be made available for public inspection on the Internet. This requirement is effective for reports with fiscal years ending after September 30, 2009, and applies to all Single Audits, including those that have not received funding under the Recovery Act.
A current concern with the FAC making the reports publicly available online is that a report may inadvertently include personally identifiable information (PII). Although the reports are currently subject to the Freedom of Information Act (FOI), the FAC sends all
FOI requests to the Federal Cognizant agency, which is responsible for reviewing, redacting as necessary, and sending the reports to the requestor. Currently the FAC has an online
system for federal agencies to access Single Audit reports. No current plan exists regarding
how the FAC would respond to a FOI request for the whole database of reports and ensure
PII is not disclosed. The OMB can direct the FAC to take proactive steps to ensure Single
Audit reports do not include PII. Until such a system is in place, OMB recommends that
entities and their auditors carefully review reports prepared for submission to the FAC to
remove PII prior to submission.

Other Government Intervention
The EESA, which was signed into law in October 2008, states in Section 2 of the bill, that
it “provide[s] authority to the Treasury Secretary to restore liquidity and stability to the
U.S. financial system and to ensure the economic well-being of Americans.” Primary components of the EESA bill include the following:
An allocation of $700 billion to stabilize the U.S. financial system
The creation of an oversight board, executive compensation rules, and other corporate governance rules for any entities that receive government aid
An increase of the statutory limit on public debt from $10.0 trillion to $11.3
trillion

9
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A temporary increase of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation insurance limits
The creation of a tax modification for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac stock losses
The restatement of the SEC’s authority to suspend the application of FASB Statement No. 157, Fair Value Measurements, which is codified at FASB ASC 820, Fair
Value Measurements and Disclosures
The requirement of the SEC to conduct a study on the impact and effects of FASB
Statement No. 1571
The EESA authorized the U.S. Treasury to create the Troubled Assets Relief Program
(TARP), the original intent of which was to use $700 billion to purchase illiquid mortgage
assets from banks. As part of TARP, the Capital Purchase Program (CPP) was intended to
inject $250 billion of capital into banks. Half of the CPP funds were distributed to 9 of
the largest financial institutions in the nation, which held approximately 55 percent of
U.S. banking assets. The other half of the funds were allocated for smaller financial institutions. The clear intent of the CPP was for the participating banks to increase lending;
however, many question if the banks have responded accordingly.
In addition to bailout funds targeting financial institutions, a $17.4 billion rescue package
for the U.S. automakers was issued in December 2008. The first $13.4 billion was lent to
the automakers immediately, and the remaining $4 billion was lent in subsequent months.
The U.S. government will continue to work directly with automakers and also will receive
nonvoting warrants from automakers that accept taxpayer funding.
The complete effects of the Recovery Act, as well as the other government interventions,
will take time to be felt throughout the economy; however, the primary goal is to increase
market confidence and liquidity.

Consumer Price Index Trends
The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) Bureau of Labor Statistics annually publishes its
Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U). The CPI-U is a measure of the
average change over time in the prices paid by urban consumers for a market basket of
consumer goods and services. The CPI-U is the most widely used measure of inflation and
is sometimes viewed as an indicator of the effectiveness of government economic policy. It
provides information about price changes in the nation’s economy to government, business, labor, and private citizens and is used as a guide when making economic decisions.
The table that follows shows the U.S. city annual average CPI-U for the past 5 years. The
baseline measurement is 1982–1984=100.
1. For the full text of the Securities and Exchange Commission report, visit www.sec.gov/news/studies/2008/
marktomarket123008.pdf.

10
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Year
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

Annual Average
Goods
215.3
207.3
201.6
195.3
188.9

Change From
Prior Year
3.8%
2.8%
3.2%
3.4%
2.7%

Interest Rates for Below-Market Rate Loans
The IRS issues the blended annual applicable federal rate each year to provide guidance in
relation to Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 7872(e)(2), “Treatment of loans with
below-market interest rates—Foregone interest” (U.S. Code, Title 26). The term forgone
interest means, with respect to any period during which the loan is outstanding, the excess
of
a. the amount of interest, which would have been payable on the loan for the period,
if interest accrued on the loan at the applicable federal rate and were payable annually on the day referred to in Subsection (a)(2), over
b. any interest payable on the loan properly allocable to such period.
This rate is a useful guide in evaluating interest rates and determining imputed interest for
below-market rate loans. The following table provides the blended annual rate for each of
the previous five years as determined by the IRS.
Year
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004

Blended Annual
Rate
2.80%
4.92%
4.71%
3.11%
1.98%

Resources for Economic Information
The Internet covers a vast amount of information that you may find valuable. Some of the
sites not previously mentioned in this section and links to relevant documents regarding
economic information include those shown in the following table.

11
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Organization or Topic
AICPA Economic Crisis Resource Center
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009

Web Site
www.aicpa.org/economy
www.treas.gov/initiatives/eesa/
www.recovery.gov

The State of NFPs
The NFP sector continues to play a large role in the world economy. Currently, 1.5 million NFPs are registered with the IRS. Contributions to these entities in 2007 exceeded
$306 billion, whereas total revenues in the sector approached $2 trillion, and assets topped
$4.1 trillion as of December 2008. According to the U.S. DOL statistics, 27 percent of the
population, or 62 million people in the United States, did volunteer work for NFPs.
The Philanthropic Giving Index, established by the Center on Philanthropy at Indiana
University, measures trends and expectations in United States charitable giving. The index
showed a 27 percent decline during 2008, which reflects the economic turbulence during
that period.
NFPs face daunting challenges during this economic downturn. Although contributions
to NFPs are decreasing, demand for the services they provide is increasing. The value of
endowments, which some entities rely on for support, may have decreased substantially, in
some cases, to a point below historic cost, thereby reducing or eliminating much needed
funding. As a result, some NFPs may be forced to reduce their workforce or cut back programs and services. Of particular concern is a lack of availability of affordable lines of
credit; increased competition for a smaller pool of contributions; maintaining effective internal controls with a reduced staff; and an increase in delayed or uncollectible pledges,
grants, or accounts receivable.

Governance and Accountability
Since the enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley law in 2002, a number of accounting fraud
cases have come to light. Some attribute the increase to improved detection as a result of
the stringent internal control testing requirements and other provisions of the law, such as
whistle-blower hotlines. Although the whistle-blower and document retention provisions
currently apply to both publicly held companies and NFPs, discussions are ongoing regarding transparency and the role of governance in NFPs. One result of these discussions
is the focus on disclosure of information about the governing board and policies of NFPs
in the redesigned IRS Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax, which is
still required to be available for public inspection.
Grant Thornton recently issued their 2008 survey of 652 top level representatives of
religious, social and human services, cultural, and health care entities; educational
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institutions; and trade and professional associations in 42 states and the District of Columbia. According to the survey, 92 percent of NFPs that participated in the survey have
made changes to their policies with the goal of improving governance and accountability.
The policies that the majority are rewriting or establishing include conflict of interest, investment, code of ethics, records retention, whistle-blower, gift acceptance, review of tax
filings, and new board member policies. Most of those surveyed have also developed an accounting policies and procedures manual, established an audit committee to oversee the financial statement audit and monitor internal controls, and included a CPA on their
governing board or audit committee.

Corporate Sponsors
Corporate giving increased by almost 1.9 percent in 2007, although it represents only 5.1
percent of the total giving for a total of $15.7 billion. In-kind giving also continues to increase. More than one-third of corporate giving is in-kind. In some circumstances, resources received from corporations are advertising or sponsorship arrangements rather
than straightforward monetary contributions, and often, strings are attached to the transfer. Specifically, the corporation may require goods or services in exchange for those funds,
such as naming rights, discounted access to services, and advertisement of the company,
among others. Because these transactions may be considered exchange transactions, contributions, or both, NFPs must be sure that the transactions are properly recorded in their
books.

Embedded Giving
Embedded giving, which builds a gift to an NFP into an ordinary consumer purchase, has
become a fast-growing fundraising practice and an area that has drawn some attention
from Congress. Although this practice is effective at raising funds on behalf of charities, issues exist regarding accountability for those funds. NFPs may not be aware that money is
being solicited in their name. In addition, they may not know to what portion of the collected funds they are entitled or when they will receive the funds. Consumers may find it
difficult to determine whether the money is going to the designated NFP.

Funding Administrative Costs
Foundations, corporations, and individuals may have different priorities when it comes to
selecting an NFP to support. Some may consider the entity’s mission, its reputation, the
number of people served, or even who else supports it. One factor that frequently receives
significant consideration is the percentage of each dollar that is spent on programs. Many
donors have the perception that the biggest impact they can make with their contribution
is by supporting only programmatic activities. Accordingly, operating expenses such as
those for the accounting department, maintenance and utilities, and the executive management staff often must be supported by unrestricted dollars. Some entities follow policies for cost allocations, charges, assessments, or assignments that result in some amount of
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program-restricted contributions used for operating expenses. Entities should be careful to
understand the administrative allocation process and whether overhead costs can be paid
for with restricted contributions. In addition, some NFPs are more frequently requesting
funding for organizational administration either as a component of or in addition to their
requests for program funding.

Changing Face of Donors
Recently, the desire for control and “a say in” the direction of the mission of entities by
young donors has increased. Though no statistics are available, a general belief is that
younger, affluent donors want to participate as donors and volunteers to the entities that
they support more than their older counterparts. They are more likely to want elements of
control as conditions of their gifts. Anonymous giving is also increasing. A study conducted by Indiana University reveals that anonymous gifts greater than $5 million increased from 13 gifts in 2005 to 27 gifts in 2006 and 37 gifts in 2007. Possible reasons for
the increase are safety concerns of the donors, adherence to religious principles, a desire to
avoid solicitations from other entities, and avoidance of family conflicts.

International Giving
The level of international giving by U.S. foundations in 2007 reached a record $5.4 billion. This figure represents a growth rate more than double that of total foundation giving
since 2002. Due to the size and missions of these foundations, it is unlikely that the level
of giving will decrease despite the current economic situation. An important consideration
for NFPs is the impact of grant compliance measures related to funding projects in other
countries.

Retiring Work Force
The demographic shift in the workplace, as baby boomers near retirement, is affecting the
NFP sector. Surveys indicate that 50 percent to 70 percent of executive directors plan to
leave within 5 years. Many are founders and leaders, closely identified with their entities.
As the sector already suffers from fragile infrastructures, the transitions are expected to be
hugely disruptive. Many NFPs devote resources to programmatic functions and do not
have executives in training to replace these positions. Succession planning is not seen as a
priority.
Management may want to consider how the retirement of a key employee, such as the executive director, will affect the NFP’s internal control procedures, its ability to generate
revenues and control expenses, and how the entity will address these issues when they
arise.
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Cyber Donations
The Internet has become the quick and easy means of providing and accessing information. It has also become a tool to expand the audience of NFPs in a way that appeals to
younger and more technologically savvy donors. The Internet has thousands of Web sites
for NFPs, and most of them provide an opportunity for a person to contribute. Many of
these entities make use of services such as PayPal to permit donors to charge online donations to credit or debit cards. The money is then placed in an account similar to a bank account in the NFP’s name, and a fee is deducted. At some future time, the money is then
electronically transferred to another bank account as specified by the NFP. This may be an
area that is worthy of attention in that the NFP’s internal controls that are required for
these accounts may be different from those for deposit accounts at brick and mortar
banks. For example, the entity may have controls regarding who is authorized to sign
checks but may not have controls in place to safeguard usernames and passwords for accounts that allow transactions to be initiated through the Internet. One recent twist on
both online and embedded giving is the advent of charity gift cards. The recipient of the
gift card goes to the card’s Web site and designates which of the listed charities is to receive
the donations. Some sites charge an administrative fee at the time of purchase, others
when the card is redeemed.

The Independent Sector
In January 2009, the Independent Sector, an advocacy organization for NFPs, released a
document, Nonprofit Policy Proposals to Help Strengthen the Ability of Americans to Serve
Our Society. The document calls on the Obama Administration and Congress to implement fair and responsible fiscal policies and ensure that government has adequate resources to support vital programs that sustain, protect, and strengthen communities. It
also urges Congress to preserve and expand policies such as the Serve America Act and the
IRA charitable rollover provision that helps Americans give back to their communities
through service opportunities and giving incentives. Additional proposals address the importance of providing nonprofits with the capacity and capital to serve the needs of our
communities; increasing the ability of Americans to speak out through NFPs; protecting
international charitable activities; and supporting transparency and accountability. The
full text of the document can be found at www.independentsector.org/programs/gr/
2009_Nonprofit_Platform.htm.
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Legislative and Regulatory Developments
Determine how recently issued regulations and guidance from the IRS, U.S. Department of Labor, and Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) affect your not-forprofit entity.

IRS Activities
E-Postcard Required for Small Exempt Entities
Beginning in 2008, exempt entities with gross receipts under $25,000 must make an annual electronic filing with the IRS using Form 990-N, Electronic Notification (e-Postcard)
For Tax-Exempt Organizations Not Required to File Form 990 or 990–EZ. The e-postcard is
due in 2009 for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2008. If an entity that is required to file fails to do so for three consecutive years, it will lose its tax exempt status. For
more information and a link to the e-postcard, go to www.irs.gov/charities/article/
0,,id=169250,00.html.

Form 990 Redesigned for Tax Year 2008
The IRS issued the final version of Form 990 for tax year 2008 (which will be filed in
2009). The stated goals of the IRS in redesigning Form 990 are enhancing transparency,
promoting tax compliance, and minimizing the burden on the filing entity. The basic
structure of the new form consists of an 11-page core form, which is to be completed by all
filers, and 16 schedules designed by topic (lobbying, related parties, compensation, and so
on). A transition period exists for smaller entities, which may allow them to use Form 990EZ and for certain schedules pertaining to hospitals and tax-exempt bonds. There have
also been substantial changes to the amount and type of information that is required on
the new Form 990. Some of the more significant changes include the following:
More questions regarding organizational governance practices
Disclosure of financial policies and other information from the NFP’s audited financial statements
Expansion of compensation and benefits information disclosures
Expansion of disclosures regarding programs and activities of the NFP
The IRS issued instructions and a glossary for use with Form 990. More information, an
electronic version of Form 990, and the related schedules are available at www.irs.gov/
charities/article/0,,id=201398,00.html.
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Department of Treasury and IRS Issue Priority Guidance Plan for 2009
Fiscal year 2009 priorities are addressed through a flexible and interdisciplinary array of
new tools that focus on enforcement of the tax law and improving customer service. Priorities include the following:
Implementing a voluntary compliance program for delinquent filers
Addressing the issue of donor control and noncash contributions
Continuing a variety of compliance projects that focus on areas such as charitable
spending initiatives, gifts-in-kind, educational institutions, hospitals, and community foundations.
Initiatives focused on identifying nonfilers in the gaming, employment tax, and
tax-exempt entity areas
A further focus on transparency and governance by tax exempt entities
Developing a new compliance guide, known as a cyber assistant, and formal guidance on hot topics such as Form 990 revisions
Additional information on these and other topics is available at www.irs.gov/pub/
irs-tege/finalannualrptworkplan11_25_08.pdf.

Exempt Entity Abusive Tax Avoidance Transactions
Tax-exempt entities, by definition, are exempt from federal income tax under various provisions of the IRC. However, some are directly involved in Abusive Tax Avoidance Transactions (ATATs). In addition, because they are tax-indifferent, tax-exempt entities are, at
times, used by for-profit entities as accommodation parties in these transactions. Identifying and responding to ATATs involving tax-exempt entities is critical to the IRS objective
of discouraging and deterring noncompliance within tax-exempt and government entities.
As a result of provisions included in the Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act of
2005, the Treasury Department and IRS have issued proposed and temporary regulations
under IRC Section 4965, which imposes excise taxes and disclosure requirements with respect to prohibited tax shelter transactions to which tax-exempt entities are parties. The
regulations provide (1) rules regarding the form, manner, and timing of disclosure obligations, and (2) return requirements accompanying payment of excise taxes. The deadline
for submitting comments on the proposed regulations has passed. IRS guidance addresses
the following issues under this legislation:
Which entities and individuals are subject to excise tax under the new provisions
and which taxes and penalties may apply
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Who is a party subject to the new provisions and the treatment of proceeds of
transactions received before the effective date of the new provisions
Disclosure and filing requirements
Additional information is available at www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=172158,00.html.

Certain Charitable Contributions Designated as Transactions of Interest
Under Reportable Transaction Regulations
In September 2007, the IRS issued Notice 2007-72, designating certain transactions as
having the potential for tax avoidance or evasion and alerting participants to required disclosures and potential penalties. In the transactions described, a taxpayer transfers a membership interest in a limited liability company that directly or indirectly owns real property
to a Section 501(c)(3) charitable entity or government entity, claiming a charitable contribution deduction for an amount significantly higher than the original purchase price paid
by the taxpayer to acquire the interest. Charitable entities that receive property in these
transactions after August 14, 2007, are participants in these transactions for the first year
in which their tax returns reflect the acquired interest, which is generally the year of receipt
of the interest. For that year, the charity must disclose certain information required by the
reportable transaction regulations to the IRS or be subject to penalties as described in the
notice. The IRS has begun notifying entities that have participated in these transactions
that they have been selected for examination.

Prohibition Against Political Activities
The prohibition against political campaign activities has been in effect for more than half
a century and bars certain tax-exempt entities from engaging on behalf of or in opposition
to political candidates. However, these entities can engage in advocating for or against issues and, to a limited extent, ballot initiatives or other legislative activities.
The IRS’s goal is to educate the leadership of these entities to help them stay within the
legal boundaries. In this regard, IRS Revenue Ruling 2007-41 outlines a number of scenarios to help charities and churches understand the ban on political campaign activity
and actions that may arise.
In addition to the revenue ruling, the IRS has other helpful information for churches and
charities on its Web site, www.irs.gov/charities/index.html. For example, IRS Publication
1828, “Tax Guide for Churches and Religious Organizations,” contains a discussion of the
law affecting political campaign activity by churches and religious institutions.
Violation of the law can result in imposition of an excise tax or, in extreme cases, a loss of
tax exempt status.
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Employment Taxes and Classifying Workers
In December 2007, the IRS issued Fact Sheet (FS) 2007-27 to help entities better understand their responsibilities regarding employment taxes and classifying workers. To access
this guidance, which provides criteria to better understand the regulations, go to
www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0,,id=177092,00.html.
Additionally, in November 2007, FS 2007-25 was issued, which outlines the IRS initiative
regarding compliance with employer tax regulations. This initiative includes both IRS and
various state workforce agencies that will work together and exchange information to improve taxpayer compliance in this complicated area.

Internet-Based Workshop for Exempt Entities
The IRS has a Web-based version of its popular Exempt Organizations Workshop covering tax compliance issues confronted by small and mid-sized tax exempt entities.
The free online workshop, Stay Exempt—Tax Basics for 501(c)(3)s, consists of five interactive modules on tax compliance topics for exempt entities:
Tax-Exempt Status—How can you keep your 501(c)(3) exempt?
Unrelated Business Income—Does your entity generate taxable income?
Employment Issues—How should you treat your workers for tax purposes?
Form 990—Would you like to file an error-free return?
Required Disclosures—To whom are you required to show your records?
Users can access this new training program at www.stayexempt.org. Users can complete
the modules in any order and repeat them as many times as they like. The online training
Web site does not require registration, and its visitors will remain anonymous.

Fast Track Settlement Program
In December 2008, the IRS announced an opportunity for entities with issues under examination by the Tax Exempt and Governmental Entities Division (TE/GE) to use Fast
Track Settlement (FTS) to expedite case resolution. The TE/GE FTS will enable TE/GE
entities that currently have unresolved issues in at least one open period under examination to work together with TE/GE and the Office of Appeals (Appeals) to resolve outstanding disputed issues while the case is still in TE/GE jurisdiction. TE/GE and Appeals
will jointly administer the TE/GE FTS process. TE/GE FTS will be used to resolve factual
and legal issues, and it may be initiated at any time after an issue has been fully developed,
but before the issuance of a 30-day letter or its equivalent. TE/GE FTS will be available to
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taxpayers for a pilot period of up to 2 years, beginning in December 2008. Upon completion of the 2-year pilot period, TE/GE and Appeals will evaluate the program, consider
necessary adjustments, and determine whether to make the program permanent. More information is available at www.irs.gov/irb/2008-48_IRB/ar14.html#d0e2519.

Resource Materials—Compliance Initiatives for Tax-Exempt Entities
The Exempt Organization Division of the IRS has made materials available that were used
in or which discuss its compliance initiatives including colleges and universities, limited liability company projects, community foundations, bond compliance, hospitals, and executive compensation. You can find this material at www.irs.gov/charities/article/
0,,id=162493,00.html.

Listing of Published Guidance—2009
Readers should be aware that the IRS Web site contains a digest of published guidance
for tax exempt entities issued in 2009 at www.irs.gov/charities/content/ 0,,id=202419,00.
html. The published guidance includes treasury regulations, revenue rulings, revenue procedures and notices, and announcements of recently published issues of interest to taxexempt entities.
Additionally, the IRS Web site also contains an archive that presents digests of IRS-published guidance of interest to tax-exempt entities for the years 1954–2008. The archived
guidance can be found at www.irs.gov/charities/article/0,,id=151053,00.html.

Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act
In July 2006, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) approved the Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA) and recommended it for enactment by the legislatures of the various states.
UPMIFA is designed to replace the existing Uniform Management of Institutional Funds
Act (UMIFA), which was approved by NCCUSL in 1972. The purpose of UMIFA was to
provide uniform and fundamental rules for the investment of funds held by charitable institutions and the expenditure of donor-restricted funds as “endowments” to those institutions. The principles behind those rules were
that assets would be invested prudently in diversified investments that sought
growth as well as income, and
that appreciation of assets could prudently be spent for the purposes of any endowment fund held by a charitable institution.
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Since its creation, UMIFA has been enacted in 47 states. In response to the increasing size
and complexity of charitable endowments held in investments, UPMIFA was created
based on the same principles. As of March 2009, UPMIFA has been enacted in 28 states
and the District of Columbia and is pending legislation in 14 additional states. Although
the basic principles are the same for UMIFA and UPMIFA, UPMIFA introduces the following new concepts:
Historic-dollar-value is no longer recognized as the threshold below which an organization cannot spend from an endowment.
Assets in an endowment fund are donor-restricted until appropriated.
An optional provision (decided by each state) defining 7 percent as a measure above
which spending would be considered imprudent.
In August 2008, FASB issued FASB Staff Position (FSP) FAS 117-1, Endowments of Notfor-Profit Organizations: Net Asset Classification of Funds Subject to an Enacted Version of the
Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act, and Enhanced Disclosures for All
Endowment Funds, which is codified at FASB ASC 958-205, effective for fiscal years ending after December 15, 2008. The FSP
provides guidance on the net asset classification of donor-restricted endowment
funds for NFPs that are subject to an enacted version of UPMIFA.
improves disclosures about an NFP’s endowment funds (both donor-restricted and
funds functioning as endowment), whether or not the NFP is subject to UPMIFA.
The first, and perhaps most significant, question the FSP addresses is how UPMIFA’s
elimination of the historic-dollar-value threshold—the amount below which an NFP
could not spend under UMIFA—affects net asset classification. The FSP requires an NFP
to classify a portion of a donor-restricted endowment fund (other than a term endowment) as permanently restricted net assets. That portion would be equal to the amount of
the fund (a) that must be retained permanently in accordance with explicit donor stipulations, or (b) that, in the absence of such stipulations, the NFP’s governing board determines must be retained permanently, if any, under the relevant law. The NFP would be
required to disclose its interpretation of the law. We anticipate that discussions among
NFPs, accountants, attorneys, and regulators in the various individual states may lead to a
consensus in those states determining what must be retained permanently under the law. If
a governing board determines that the law requires maintenance of purchasing power of a
donor’s gift, the NFP would increase permanently restricted net assets to the extent that
the purchasing power of a dollar decreases or decreases permanently restricted net assets to
the extent that the purchasing power of a dollar increases. (This would typically be done
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by adjusting permanently restricted net assets by an appropriate inflationary factor, such as
the consumer price index [CPI] or higher education price index [HEPI].)
In contrast, an NFP would not subsequently decrease permanently restricted net assets because of investment losses or organizational spending from the endowment but would, instead, decrease temporarily restricted net assets, if available, or unrestricted net assets. The
guidance on investment losses and spending is consistent with the guidance previously
provided on investment losses in FASB Statement No. 124, Accounting for Certain Investments Held by Not-for-Profit Organizations, paragraph 12. FASB considered, but decided
not to, change that guidance, noting that permanently restricted net assets should reflect
the amount for which an NFP has a permanent fiduciary duty and not the amount that it
has on hand at a financial statement date because of cumulative investment and spending
decisions.
The FSP also addresses whether two other provisions in UPMIFA’s endowment spending
guidelines impose temporary (time) restrictions on the portion of a donor-restricted endowment fund that would otherwise be considered unrestricted net assets:
A provision that “[u]nless stated otherwise in the gift instrument, the assets in an
endowment fund are donor-restricted assets until appropriated for expenditure by
the institution.”
An optional provision for a rebuttable presumption that spending more than 7 percent of endowment market value is imprudent. (Some states have included this
provision, whereas others have not.)
The FSP requires NFPs to apply the guidance previously provided in Emerging Issues Task
Force (EITF) Topic No. D-49, “Classifying Net Appreciation on Investments of a DonorRestricted Endowment Fund,” included as an appendix to the FSP and which is also codified at FASB ASC 958-205. EITF Topic No. D-49 stresses that not all legal restrictions on
the use of particular assets result in restricted net assets for accounting purposes, only those
that extend donor restrictions. An example of the latter would be a requirement to maintain the purchasing power of a donor’s endowment gift. Laws that refer to actions entirely
within the purview of a governing board, such as acting to appropriate funds or exercising
prudence do not, in and of themselves, extend donor imposed restrictions.
The other key provisions of the FSP focus on improving disclosures both for donor-restricted and board-designated endowment funds. Aiming to improve transparency about
endowments in an era of increased public scrutiny, the FSP focuses on disclosures in the
following five areas:
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Net asset classification (especially how the classification is affected by a governing
board’s interpretation of relevant law)
Spending policies
Investment policies (especially their relationship with spending policies)
Net asset composition and changes therein (especially the relationship of endowment spending to endowment size and growth)
Reconciliation of beginning and ending balances of the endowment in total and by
asset class

New Filing and Audit Requirements for ERISA-Covered 403(b) Employee
Benefit Plans
Beginning in 2009, employee benefit plans sponsored by charitable entities and schools
under IRC Section 403(b) and covered under the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA) will be subject to the same reporting and audit requirements that currently
exist for Section 401(k) plans. Section 403(b) plans are also commonly known as tax-shelter annuity plans. Under new U.S. DOL regulations issued in November 2007 amending
the filing requirements for Form 5500, Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan,
ERISA-covered 403(b) plans with 100 or more participants generally will be required to
file audited financial statements beginning with their 2009 Form 5500 filing. 403(b) plans
with fewer than 100 participants will be eligible to use abbreviated reporting forms without audited financial statements. The DOL estimates that approximately 7,000 403(b)
plans will be subject to the new audit requirements and another 9,000 403(b) plans will be
eligible for the waiver. The DOL regulations were published in the November 16, 2007,
Federal Register and are available at www.dol.gov/ebsa/regs/fedreg/final/20071116.pdf.
The AICPA Employee Benefit Plan Audit Quality Center (www.aicpa.org/EBPAQC) and
Expert Panel have formed a joint task force to develop resources to help members with
these new audit requirements.

Other Regulatory Activities
The following list provides links to documents of interest for NFPs not discussed elsewhere in this alert. Readers should continue to monitor all activity involving the NFP
sector.
U.S. Department of the Treasury Anti-Terrorist Financing Guidelines: Voluntary Best
Practices for U.S.-Based Charities at www.ustreas.gov/offices/enforcement/
key-issues/protecting/charities-intro.shtml. This link also contains the Treasury’s
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response to comments submitted on the original guidelines. The Treasury has also
issued a risk matrix to further assist in understanding and implementing these
guidelines. The matrix can be found at www.ustreas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/
policy/charity_risk_matrix.pdf.
The Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007 (September 2007) requires disclosures related to lobbying and earmarks. The full text of the bill can be
found at www.thomas.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d110:s.00001:.
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Financial Management Issues and Developments
Discover insight and advice from business and finance professionals to guide you in
difficult economic conditions.
Operating in this current economic crisis produces various challenges for your entity and
requires steps to meet those challenges, including managing liquidity, maintaining and improving controls and risk management, and providing increased transparency to donors
through financial statement disclosures. The following are considerations that may help
you plan your short- and long-term business strategy during these trying times.

Strategies to Navigate the Economic Crisis
Entities across the country are feeling the shock from the collapse of the global financial
markets. NFPs are searching for strategies on how they can maintain revenue levels during
these difficult times. The AICPA Business and Industry Executive Committee has assembled a list of key considerations when reviewing your business strategies.
One important rule that must be followed in situations such as this is Don’t panic. Rash decisions often result in undesired consequences. After paying attention to the first rule, it is critical to review your cash management practices and to implement steps to improve them.
Here are some items to consider:
Doing nothing may be the best action to take. Make sure your overall cash position
and anticipated cash needs are in line with your business’s short-term needs, goals,
and risk tolerance level.
Check the safety of any cash deposits you have. Have you considered a Certificates
of Deposit Account Registry to spread the risk for short- to medium-term cash that
you may have invested in certificates of deposit?
Focus on your broader cash-flow planning situation. What are your cash-flow
needs for the next 90–120 days? Or 120–180 days? Do you have sufficient cash reserves for the next 30–60 days?
Check with your lenders on the status of your credit lines. Are you in compliance
with the terms? Will your bank renew the commitments at similar amounts, rates,
and terms?
Closely monitor your receivables. Look for any new patterns of slow payments, and
follow up immediately.
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Control what you can in your situation. Can you reduce spending in any areas to
reduce the burden on your cash-flow needs?
Review all your insurance coverage. Pay particular attention to coverage you have
with those companies that have weak balance sheets. Be careful not to surrender a
policy because securing new coverage might require underwriting that can affect
your coverage.
Your employees also are going to be concerned about the effect of the economic crisis on
the health of the entity, the likelihood of continued employment, and the effect of this crisis on retirement or other benefit plans they participate in. Regardless of how challenging
the particular circumstances of your entity may be, communicating effectively and keeping employees informed about issues with the potential to affect them personally will pay
dividends in productivity in the short term and loyalty in the long run.

Assessing Liquidity Risk
Cash flow is essential to any entity. The previous section pointed out several questions that
you should consider regarding liquidity. Whether you need to pay your employees, purchase goods or equipment, pay utility bills, or fund program costs, every entity needs access to working capital. During this time of economic uncertainty, banks and other sources
of financing have severely curtailed or even eliminated many lending programs and lines of
credit that are essential to NFPs. In some cases, these restrictions are due to tighter lending
policies by the bank, in others, because the bank’s own access to credit is limited. To plan
for or avoid an illiquid situation, ask these questions to determine where your risks lie:
Does your entity rely on a single lender or group of lenders? Have they shown any
signs of financial distress?
After a review of financial covenants in your debt agreements, are you in jeopardy
of default?
Are any of your key donors, grantors, or suppliers showing signs of financial distress or an inability to meet their commitments?
Are the economic assumptions that existed at the time supplier and grant agreements were created still valid? If not, is modification possible?
Are there concerns about your entity’s key insurance providers or their ability to
pay claims?
What role is financing going to play in your plans for future capital improvements,
program development, or other long-term investments? Are these still viable
options?
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After a thorough review of your investment portfolio
— is it possible that you will have trouble accessing or liquidating any
investments?
— have any of your investments been significantly or permanently impaired?
— are any of your investments now of higher risk than your investment policy
allows?
How will your strategy to survive the economic crisis create additional demands on
your cash? For example, downsizing the workforce, changes in program services, or
benefit plan changes will likely require cash to implement.

Line of Credit Renewals
Entities frequently rely on lines of credit or short-term loans from their local bank to finance operations or capital purchases. This year, many entities will receive an unpleasant
surprise when it is time to renew these loans. The renewal of a line of credit is considered
to be a new borrowing transaction that results in the reassessment of the risk that the borrower represents to the bank. The result of this reassessment of the borrower’s creditworthiness is often higher interest rates and less friendly loan terms due to the tightening of
the bank’s lending policies. Therefore, it is very important to meet with your lenders to
discuss upcoming renewals even when your entity is doing business as usual.

Succession and Talent Management Planning
One of an NFP’s largest costs is often wages and benefits. Consequently, an entity’s largest
asset is often its workforce and the knowledge and expertise of those individuals. In addition to dealing with the economic recession, entities are also faced with a rapidly aging
workforce. As a result of the struggle to prepare top talent to fill positions left vacant by an
aging workforce, entities across the United States have employed succession planning measures that strategically address maintaining the strength of the organization while balancing the replacement of critical organization leaders. Experts indicate that during this time
of economic crisis, you should not abandon your entity’s succession plan, but rather now
is the time to implement such a plan.
If layoffs loom in your entity’s future, it’s time to implement your succession and talent
management plan. “This is the time to keep your exceptional performers and their successors while cutting the average and (should they exist) below-average employees,” says Bill
Reeb, CPA, CITP, of the Succession Institute.
Whether your NFP is considering a layoff or not, if you don’t already have a plan in place,
Reeb recommends focusing on the leadership roles you need to fill rather than the
emloyees you need to replace. The goal is not to replace personalities because that is not
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possible. Instead, clearly indicate the key roles and responsibilities of the positions in your
succession plan. In addition, identify the authorities and limitations of those positions.
Doing so allows you to internally develop and groom replacements (the preferred route) or
seamlessly enlist a successor from outside the entity.
In assessing your entity’s talent, it is important to keep in mind who will be leading the entity when the economy rebounds. In fact, Reeb explains that the succession planning
process may bring to light the numerous management mistakes of the past such as incomplete performance reviews that result in undeserved raises and bonuses. In assessing your
succession needs, the goal is to determine and retain talented employees.
Should your entity have to perform layoffs, several key things should be kept in mind in
addition to your succession plan, including the following:
Plan early and carefully for a layoff (or potential future layoff ). Make such decisions strategically and in consideration of the worst-case scenario. Carefully consider the timing, especially when operating in a cyclical business, and forecast what
resources are needed and when.
Determine who your key employees are and tell them. Without making promises,
communicate to those employees that they are identified as key talent. Explain the
steps you are taking to try to keep them on during the turmoil. An entity’s survival
depends on the commitment of its top performers. But an entity must demonstrate
its commitment to those performers in return. Plan for what to do without these
critical employees if they are wooed away by an entity that is actively recruiting.
Be considerate and respectful. Layoffs always come with hurt feelings and stress,
and the employees you keep may have difficulty adjusting to the changed environment. During the layoff and after, it’s important to make certain that the experience is as respectful and humane as possible. With advance planning, an entity can
provide training for possible future redundant employees to help prepare them for
another position. And it goes without saying, if you can provide outplacement services for those laid off, by all means, do so. Outplacement services can help encourage laid-off employees to broaden their network, find their next position, or
even tap into a new career.
In the aftermath, keep remaining employees engaged. As with any situation, a layoff provides both challenges and opportunities. Consider how to use these moments to challenge your remaining employees and engage them in projects they
might have otherwise missed. One way to keep remaining employees motivated is
to offer them training in a new skill or involvement in cross-departmental projects
so they feel a part of the strategy to get the entity back on track. Providing the
opportunities for potential triumphs makes employees feel valued and safe—a
combination for success.
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Considering Outsourcing
As a result of the economic downturn, many entities find themselves deciding on whether
to retain or hire employees to perform certain services or to contract with an outside service provider. Risks and benefits are associated with both options. When assessing your
choices, consider the following:
How will a long-term service contract affect your business strategy?
Is there an opportunity to restructure the workload of existing employees to meet
your service needs?
Does the service provider have strong corporate governance and internal control
policies and procedures, including controls over your confidential information?
How does the quality of employee-provided services compare to those of the outside service provider?
How will employee turnover at the service provider affect your business?
Have you developed a contingency plan if the service provider can not deliver as
promised or goes out of business?
How does the training, payroll, and benefits cost of employee-provided services
compare to the cost of the service contract?
Would using a service provider allow you to avoid the cost of a significant capital
purchase?
Does the service provider give you a significant advantage in terms of access to cutting edge talent, technology, or industry best practices?
It is critical to perform rigorous due diligence consistent with or in excess of the process of
hiring an employee to ensure that you have the information required to fully assess the
risks and benefits to your entity. When assessing which of your entity’s functions and related controls will be outsourced, it is useful to know that many service organizations engage an auditor to issue a report on a service organization’s controls for use by user
organizations and their auditors. Because these audits are performed in accordance with
Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 70, Service Organizations, as amended,
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 324), they are commonly referred to as SAS
No. 70 reports. SAS No. 70, as amended, is not applicable to every control provided by the
service organization. It is applicable only if the services provided are part of your entity’s
information system, and the related controls are included in the scope of the auditor’s examination. A service organization’s services are part of your entity’s information system if
they affect any of the following:
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The classes of transactions in your entity’s operations that are significant to your
entity’s financial statements
The procedures, both automated and manual, by which your entity’s transactions
are initiated, authorized, recorded, processed, and reported from their occurrence
to their inclusion in the financial statements
The related accounting records, whether electronic or manual, supporting information, and specific accounts in the financial statements involved in initiating, authorizing, recording, processing, and reporting your entity’s transactions
How your entity’s information system captures other events and conditions that are
significant to the financial statements
The financial reporting process used to prepare your entity’s financial statements,
including significant accounting estimates and disclosures
The guidance in SAS No. 70, as amended, is not relevant to situations in which
the services provided are limited to executing your entity’s transactions that are
specifically authorized by you, such as the processing of checking account transactions by a bank or the execution of securities transactions by a broker.
the audit of transactions arising from financial interests in partnerships, corporations, and joint ventures, such as working interests in oil and gas ventures, when
proprietary interests are accounted for and reported to interest holders.
A SAS No. 70 report is intended to provide information about the controls at a service organization that may be relevant to your entity’s internal control as it relates to your entity’s
financial statements. A careful review of this report can help you to determine where control risk exists and what actions, if any, should be taken by the service provider to modify
their controls to ensure that they intersect seamlessly with those of your organization.
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Accounting Issues and Developments
Navigate the many new accounting developments to facilitate your entity’s compliance.
Given the current economic crisis, management should consider a number of accounting
and financial reporting issues, such as the following:
Recent FASB pronouncements
FASB Interpretation No. 48, Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes—an interpretation of FASB Statement No. 109
Fair value, including fair value measurements in illiquid markets
Impairment
Liquidity restrictions
Tax exempt debt issues

Not-for-Profit Entities: Mergers and Acquisitions
In May 2009, FASB issued FASB Statement No. 164, Not-for-Profit Entities: Mergers and
Acquisitions.2 This statement is effective for mergers occurring on or after December 15,
2009, and acquisitions for which the acquisition date is on or after the beginning of the
first annual reporting period beginning on or after December 15, 2009. Earlier implementation is not permitted.
The statement is intended to improve the relevance, representational faithfulness, and
comparability of the information that an NFP provides in its financial reports about a
combination with one or more other NFPs, businesses, or nonprofit activities. To accomplish that, this statement establishes principles and requirements for how an NFP
determines whether a combination is a merger or an acquisition.
applies the carryover method in accounting for a merger.
applies the acquisition method in accounting for an acquisition, including determining which of the combining entities is the acquirer.

2. At the date of this writing, this guidance has not yet been included in Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Accounting Standards Codification™ (ASC). Readers are encouraged to visit the FASB ASC Web site at
http://asc.fasb.org/home and monitor codification updates.
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determines what information to disclose to enable users of financial statements to
evaluate the nature and financial effects of a merger or an acquisition.
It also is intended to improve the information that an NFP provides about goodwill and
other intangible assets after an acquisition by amending FASB Statement No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, to make it fully applicable to NFPs. More information and
the text of FASB Statement No. 164 can be found at www.fasb.org.

FASB Statement No. 168
FASB Statement No. 168 is effective for financial statements issued for interim and annual
periods ending after September 15, 2009. Nonpublic nongovernmental entities that have
not followed previously the guidance included in sections .38–.76 of the AICPA Technical
Questions and Answers (TIS) section 5100, Revenue Recognition (AICPA, Technical Practice Aids), which is now included in FASB ASC as authoritative, should account for the
adoption of that guidance as a change in accounting principle, on a prospective basis, for
revenue arrangements entered into or materially modified in those fiscal years beginning
on or after December 15, 2009, and interim periods within those years. If an accounting
change results from the application of this guidance, an entity should disclose the nature
and reason for the change in accounting principle in their financial statements. This new
standard flattens the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) hierarchy to two
levels: one that is authoritative (in FASB ASC) and one that is nonauthoritative (not in
FASB ASC). Exceptions include all rules and interpretive releases of the SEC under the authority of federal securities laws, which are sources of authoritative GAAP for SEC registrants, and certain grandfathered guidance having an effective date before March 15,
1992. This statement creates Topic 105, Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, in FASB
ASC.
FASB Statement No. 168 is the final standard that will be issued by FASB in that form. It
was added to FASB ASC through Accounting Standards Update No. 2009-02 on June 30,
2009. No new standards in the form of statements, staff positions, EITF abstracts, or
AICPA accounting Statements of Position, for example, will be issued. Instead, FASB will
issue Accounting Standards Updates. FASB will not consider Accounting Standards Updates as authoritative in their own right. Instead, they will serve only to update FASB
ASC, provide background information about the guidance, and provide the basis for conclusions on changes made to FASB ASC.
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FASB Accounting Standards Codification™
On the effective date of FASB Statement No. 168, FASB ASC will become the source of
authoritative U.S. accounting and reporting standards for nongovernmental entities, in
addition to guidance issued by the SEC. At that time, FASB ASC will supersede all thenexisting, non-SEC accounting and reporting standards for nongovernmental entities.
Once effective, all other nongrandfathered, non-SEC accounting literature not included
in FASB ASC will become nonauthoritative. This change will affect accountants and
auditors alike.
FASB ASC is a major restructuring of accounting and reporting standards designed to
simplify user access to all authoritative U.S. GAAP by providing the authoritative literature in a topically organized structure. FASB ASC disassembled and reassembled thousands of nongovernmental accounting pronouncements (including those of FASB, the
EITF, and the AICPA) to organize them under approximately 90 topics. FASB ASC includes all accounting standards issued by a standard setter within levels A–D of the current
U.S. GAAP hierarchy. FASB ASC also includes relevant portions of authoritative content
issued by the SEC, as well as select SEC staff interpretations and administrative guidance
issued by the SEC; however, FASB ASC is not the official source of SEC guidance and
does not contain the entire population of SEC rules, regulations, interpretive releases, and
staff guidance.
FASB ASC is not intended to change U.S. GAAP or any requirements of the SEC; rather,
it is part of FASB’s efforts to reduce the complexity of accounting standards and also to facilitate international convergence. Moreover, FASB ASC does not include governmental
accounting standards. The purposes behind the codification project include the following:
Reduce the amount of time and effort required to solve an accounting research
issue
Mitigate the risk of noncompliance with standards through improved usability of
the literature
Provide accurate information with real-time updates as new standards are released
Assist FASB with the research and convergence efforts required during the standard
setting process
Become the authoritative source of literature for the completed eXtensible Business
Reporting Language (XBRL) taxonomy
Clarify that guidance not contained in FASB ASC is not considered authoritative
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FASB ASC uses a topical structure in which guidance is organized into areas, topics,
subtopics, sections, and subsections. These terms are defined as follows:
Areas are the broadest category in FASB ASC and represent a grouping of topics.
Topics are the broadest categorization of related content and correlate with the IASs
and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Subtopics represent subsets of a topic and are generally distinguished by type or
scope.
Sections indicate the nature of the content, such as recognition, measurement, or
disclosure. The sections’ structure correlates with the IASs and IFRS.
Subsections allow further segregation and navigation of content.
Topics, subtopics, and sections are numerically referenced. This effectively organizes the
content without regard to the original standard setter or standard from which the content
was derived. An example of the numerical referencing is FASB ASC 305-10-05, in which
305 is the Cash and Cash Equivalents topic, 10 represents the “Overall” subtopic, and 05
represents the “Overview and Background” section. Constituents are encouraged to begin
using FASB ASC, which can be accessed at http://asc.fasb.org/home. GAAP specific to
NFPs can be found at FASB ASC 958, Not-for-Profit Entities. To read more about FASB
ASC, including recent developments and updates, please see the AICPA’s dedicated FASB
ASC Web site at www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/Accounting+and+Auditing/
FASB+Accounting+Standards+Codification/.

Amendments to FASB Interpretation No. 46(R), Consolidation of Variable
Interest Entities
In June 2009, FASB issued FASB Statement No. 167, Amendments to FASB Interpretation
No. 46(R),3 which changes how a company determines when an entity that is insufficiently
capitalized or is not controlled through voting (or similar rights) should be consolidated.
The determination of whether a company is required to consolidate an entity is based on,
among other things, an entity’s purpose and design and a company’s ability to direct the
activities of the entity that most significantly impact the entity’s economic performance.
This statement also amends FASB Interpretation No. 46 (revised December 2003) to
eliminate the quantitative approach previously required for determining the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity, which was based on determining which enterprise

3. See footnote 2.
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absorbs the majority of the entity’s expected losses, receives a majority of the entity’s expected residual returns, or both.
Entities will be required to provide additional disclosures about involvement with variable
interest entities and any significant changes in risk exposure due to that involvement. Entities will also be required to disclose how involvement with a variable interest entity affects the entity’s financial statements.
FASB Statement No. 167 retains the scope of FASB Interpretation No. 46(R) with the addition of entities previously considered qualifying special-purpose entities because the concept of these entities was eliminated in FASB Statement No. 166, Accounting for Transfers
of Financial Assets.
This statement is effective as of the beginning of each reporting entity’s first annual reporting period that begins after November 15, 2009, for interim periods within that first
annual reporting period, and for interim and annual reporting periods thereafter. Earlier
application is prohibited.

Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets
Also in June 2009, FASB issued FASB Statement No. 166,4 which is a revision to FASB
Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities, and will require more information about transfers of financial assets, including securitization transactions, and when entities have continuing exposure to
the risks related to transferred financial assets. It eliminates the concept of a “qualifying
special-purpose entity,” changes the requirements for derecognizing financial assets, and
requires additional disclosures. The purpose of this statement is to improve the relevance,
representational faithfulness, and comparability of the information that a reporting entity
provides in its financial statements about a transfer of financial assets; the effects of a transfer on its financial position, financial performance, and cash flows; and a transferor’s continuing involvement, if any, in transferred financial assets.
Additionally, on and after the effective date, the concept of a qualifying special-purpose
entity is no longer relevant for accounting purposes. Therefore, formerly qualifying special-purpose entities (as defined under previous accounting standards) should be evaluated
for consolidation by reporting entities on and after the effective date in accordance with
the applicable consolidation guidance.

4. See footnote 2.
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FASB Statement No. 166 must be applied as of the beginning of each reporting entity’s
first annual reporting period that begins after November 15, 2009, for interim periods
within that first annual reporting period and for interim and annual reporting periods
thereafter. Earlier application is prohibited. This statement must be applied to transfers occurring on or after the effective date; however, the disclosure provisions should be applied
to transfers that occurred both before and after the effective date.

Subsequent Events
In May 2009, FASB issued FASB Statement No. 165, Subsequent Events (which has been
codified at FASB ASC 855, Subsequent Events), which is effective for interim and annual
periods ending after June 15, 2009. This statement is intended to establish general standards of accounting for, and disclosure of, events that occur after the balance sheet date
but before financial statements are issued or are available to be issued. It requires the disclosure of the date through which an entity has evaluated subsequent events and the basis
for that date—that is, whether that date represents the date the financial statements were
issued or were available to be issued. The purpose of this disclosure is to alert all users of financial statements that an entity has not evaluated subsequent events after that date in the
set of financial statements being presented.
In particular, this statement sets forth the following:
The period after the balance sheet date during which management of a reporting
entity should evaluate events or transactions that may occur for potential recognition or disclosure in the financial statements
The circumstances under which an entity should recognize events or transactions
occurring after the balance sheet date in its financial statements
The disclosures that an entity should make about events or transactions that occurred after the balance sheet date
FASB states that this statement should not result in significant changes in current practice
with regard to the subsequent events that an entity reports, either through recognition or
disclosure, in its financial statements. The full text of FASB Statement No. 165 can be
found online at www.fasb.org.

FASB Interpretation No. 48
FASB Interpretation No. 48, (which is codified at FASB ASC 740, Income Taxes), was issued in June 2006 and is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2006.
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However, subsequent to its issuance, FASB issued FSP FIN 48-2, Effective Date of FASB
Interpretation No. 48 for Certain Nonpublic Enterprises, and FSP FIN 48-3, Effective Date of
FASB Interpretation No. 48 for Certain Nonpublic Enterprises (which is also codified at
FASB ASC 740, Income Taxes), which defer the effective date of FASB Interpretation No.
48 for nonpublic enterprises included in the FSP’s scope to the annual financial statements
for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2008. For the full text of FASB Interpretation No. 48 and its associated FSPs, visit FASB’s Web site at www.fasb.org.
FASB Interpretation No. 48 states that financial statement tax accrual may only contain
positions that meet the more-likely-than-not standard, and any variances must be disclosed
in the financial statements. This translates to more work for accountants and auditors on
the tax accrual, as you evaluate even garden-variety issues such as unreasonable compensation or expensing versus capitalization. It also means that positions taken on the return (or
that were taken in any open year) that do not meet the more-likely-than-not standard will
be disclosed and will likely be subject to increased IRS scrutiny.
The evaluation of a tax position in accordance with this interpretation is a two-step
process. The first step is recognition: The enterprise determines whether it is more likely
than not that a tax position will be sustained upon examination, including resolution of
any related appeals or litigation processes, based on the technical merits of the position. In
evaluating whether a tax position has met the more-likely-than-not recognition threshold,
the enterprise should presume that the position will be examined by the appropriate taxing
authority that would have full knowledge of all relevant information. The second step is
measurement: A tax position that meets the more-likely-than-not recognition threshold is
measured to determine the amount of benefit to recognize in the financial statements. The
tax position is measured at the largest amount of benefit that is greater than 50 percent
likely of being realized upon ultimate settlement.
Tax positions that previously failed to meet the more-likely-than-not recognition threshold should be recognized in the first subsequent financial reporting period in which that
threshold is met. Previously recognized tax positions that no longer meet the more-likelythan-not recognition threshold should be derecognized in the first subsequent financial reporting period in which that threshold is no longer met. Use of a valuation allowance as
described in FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes, is not an appropriate
substitute for the derecognition of a tax position. The requirement to assess the need for a
valuation allowance for deferred tax assets based on the sufficiency of future taxable income is unchanged by this interpretation.
For calendar year corporations, the new rules would seem to take effect initially with first
quarter 2007 results. However, the new rules require calendar year corporations to have a
“clean” starting point for their tax accounts at January 1, 2007. In other words, the
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deferred tax asset and deferred tax liability accounts on that date must be determined in
accordance with the standards of FASB Interpretation No. 48.
A practice guide for accountants, auditors, and tax advisers has been posted to the AICPA’s
Tax Center at http://tax.aicpa.org/Resources/Professional+Standards+and+Ethics/
Practice+Guide+on+Accounting+for+Uncertain+Tax+Positions+Under+FIN+48.htm.
Also, an AICPA continuing professional education (CPE) course on accounting for income taxes that has been updated for FASB Interpretation No. 48 is now available. Please
visit www.cpa2biz.com for more information on these products.

Additional Implementation Guidance for FASB Interpretation No. 48
In May 2009, FASB released an exposure draft of FSP FIN 48-d, Application Guidance for
Pass-Through Entities and Tax-Exempt Not-for-Profit Entities and Disclosure Modifications
for Nonpublic Entities, which clarifies and provides examples of the application of FASB
Interpretation No. 48 to not-for-profit entities and pass-through entities, such as S corporations or partnerships, and modifies the required financial statement disclosures for nonpublic entities.
Among the points addressed in the proposed FSP is that all entities are subject to FASB Interpretation No. 48, even if the only tax position in question is the entity’s tax status as a
pass-through or tax-exempt not-for-profit.
The comment period ended on June 17, 2009. Readers can find updates on the status of
this FSP at www.fasb.org.

Fair Value
Among the causes cited for the economic crisis, FASB Statement No. 157 has received a
great deal of attention. FASB Statement No. 157 defines fair value and establishes a framework for measuring fair value; however, it does not dictate when an entity must measure
something at fair value, nor does it expand the use of fair value in any way. The need to
understand fair value accounting has increased in importance as alternative investments
increased in popularity and complexity.
FASB Statement No. 157 defines fair value as “the price that would be received to sell an
asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at
the measurement date.” A contention with FASB Statement No. 157 is the lack of guidance in applying fair value in an illiquid or distressed market, as is currently the case. A
lack of guidance also has the potential to allow inconsistencies in application by accountants and auditors. The areas of FASB Statement No. 157 that relate to measuring fair
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value in an illiquid market are limited to the following mentions in paragraphs 7, 10,
and 17:
“An orderly transaction is a transaction that assumes exposure to the market for a
period prior to the measurement date to allow for marketing activities that are
usual and customary for transactions involving such assets or liabilities; it is not a
forced transaction (for example, a forced liquidation or distress sale).”
“Market participants are buyers and sellers in the principal (or most advantageous)
market for the asset or liability that are … [w]illing to transact for the asset or liability; that is, they are motivated but not forced or otherwise compelled to do so.”
“For example, a transaction price might not represent the fair value of an asset or liability at initial recognition if … [t]he transaction occurs under duress or the seller
is forced to accept the price in the transaction. For example, that might be the case
if the seller is experiencing financial difficulty.”
Both the SEC and FASB took notice of constituents’ desire for further guidance. In September 2008, the SEC issued SEC Office of the Chief Accountant and FASB Staff Clarifications on Fair Value Accounting (SEC and FASB press release) to provide immediate
clarifications on fair value in illiquid markets for preparers and auditors until FASB was
able to provide additional interpretative guidance.

Determining Whether a Market Is Not Active and a Transaction Is Not
Distressed
On April 9, 2009, FASB issued FSP FAS 157-4, Determining Fair Value When the Volume
and Level of Activity for the Asset or Liability Have Significantly Decreased and Identifying
Transactions That Are Not Orderly, which is codified at FASB ASC 820-10. The purpose of
this FSP is to provide additional guidance in the application of FASB Statement No. 157;
it supersedes FSP FAS 157-3, Determining the Fair Value of a Financial Asset When the
Market for That Asset Is Not Active. Among other points, the new guidance
affirms that the objective of fair value when the market for an asset is not active is
the price that would be received to sell the asset in an orderly transaction (that is,
not a forced liquidation or distressed sale) between market participants at the measurement date under current market conditions (that is, in the inactive market).
clarifies and includes additional factors for determining whether there has been a
significant decrease in market activity for an asset when the market for that asset is
not active.
eliminates the proposed presumption that all transactions are distressed (not
orderly) unless proven otherwise. This guidance will instead require an entity to
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base its conclusion about whether a transaction was not orderly on the weight of
the evidence.
includes an example that provides additional explanation on estimating fair value
when the market activity for an asset has declined significantly.
requires an entity to disclose a change in valuation technique (and the related inputs) resulting from the application of this guidance and to quantify its effects, if
practicable, by major category.
applies to all fair value measurements when appropriate.
This FSP shall be effective for interim and annual reporting periods ending after June 15,
2009, and shall be applied prospectively. Early adoption is permitted for periods ending
after March 15, 2009. Earlier adoption for periods ending before March 15, 2009, is not
permitted. If a reporting entity elects to adopt early either FSP FAS 115-2 and FAS 124-2,
Recognition and Presentation of Other-Than-Temporary Impairments, which was primarily
codified in FASB ASC 310-55, 325-40, and 320-10, or FSP FAS 107-1 and Accounting
Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 28-1, Interim Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments, which has been codified at FASB ASC 270-10-50-1, FASB ASC 320-10,
and FASB ASC 825-10-50, the reporting entity also is required to adopt early this FSP.
Additionally, if the reporting entity elects to adopt this FSP early, FSP FAS 115-2 and FAS
124-2 also must be adopted early. This FSP does not require disclosures for earlier periods
presented for comparative purposes at initial adoption. In periods after initial adoption,
this FSP requires comparative disclosures only for periods ending after initial adoption.

Interim Disclosures About Fair Value of Financial Instruments
On April 9, 2009, FASB released FSP FAS 107-1 and APB Opinion No. 28-1. This FSP
relates to fair value disclosures for any financial instruments that are not currently reflected
on the balance sheet of companies at fair value. Prior to issuing this FSP, fair values for
these assets and liabilities were disclosed only once a year. The FSP requires these disclosures to be made on a quarterly basis, providing qualitative and quantitative information
about fair value estimates for all those financial instruments not measured on the balance
sheet at fair value. The FSP
applies to all financial instruments within the scope of FASB Statement No. 107,
Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments, or as defined by FASB ASC
glossary and discussed in FASB ASC 825-10-50-8.
applies only to the financial statements of issuers for interim and annual reporting
periods.
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requires an entity to disclose the methods and significant assumptions used to estimate the fair value of financial instruments and shall describe changes in methods
and significant assumptions, if any, during the period.
This FSP shall be effective for interim reporting periods ending after June 15, 2009, with
early adoption permitted for periods ending after March 15, 2009. An entity may adopt
early this FSP only if it also elects to adopt early FSP FAS 157-4 and FSP FAS 115-2, and
FAS 124-2. This FSP does not require disclosures for earlier periods presented for comparative purposes at initial adoption. In periods after initial adoption, this FSP requires
compar’ative disclosures only for periods ending after initial adoption.

Fair Value Resources
The Internet covers a vast amount of information about fair value measurements that you
may find valuable. Some of the sites not previously mentioned in this section and links to
relevant documents include those shown in the following table:
Organization/Topic
Accounting Standards Executive Committee
of the AICPA and AICPA Comment Letters
AICPA Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
About Fair Value Accounting
AICPA Forensic and Valuation Services Center
Center for Audit Quality (CAQ) Comment
Letters
CAQ White Paper on Illiquidity in the
Markets
Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) Valuation Resources Group

Web Site
www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/Accounting+
and+Auditing/Accounting+Standards/comltrs/
www.aicpa.org/mediacenter/fva_faq.htm
http://fvs.aicpa.org/
www.thecaq.org/resources/commentletters.htm
www.aicpa.org/caq/download/WP_Measurements_of_
FV_in_Illiquid_Markets.pdf
www.fasb.org/project/valuation_resource_group.shtml

Liquidity Considerations
TIS section 1100.15, “Liquidity Restrictions” (AICPA, Technical Practice Aids), addresses
potential accounting and auditing implications when a fund or its trustee imposes restrictions on a nongovernmental entity’s ability to withdraw its balance in a money market
fund or other short-term investment vehicle. This question and answer discusses some
considerations for when these restriction events occur, such as determining (a) whether
any assets subject to these restrictions qualify as cash equivalents or current assets;
(b) whether disclosures about the risks and uncertainties resulting from such restrictions
should be made; (c) whether these restrictions may trigger violations of debt covenants
and, if so, whether that liability should be classified as current; (d) whether the financial
statements need to be adjusted if the occurrence of such restriction occurs between the balance sheet date and the issuance date; and (e) whether the restriction events call into
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question the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. For further details, see the
question and answer at www.aicpa.org/download/acctstd/ TIS1100_15.pdf.

Tax Exempt Bonds—Accounting and Auditing Considerations in the Current
Environment
The current credit environment has affected the market for debt securities. For example,
several entities that insure tax exempt debt have been downgraded by rating agencies, and
some investors have avoided certain debt securities. Although each situation is different
and should be evaluated based on its own specific facts and circumstances, the current situation may raise various accounting and auditing issues pertaining to tax exempt debt, including, but not limited to, the following:
Bond restructurings
Derivative and hedge accounting implications
Potential violation of debt covenants
Classification of the debt on the balance sheet as either a current or noncurrent
liability
Subsequent event disclosures
Going concern issues
An ad hoc AICPA member task force developed a nonauthoritative article to address these
issues in more detail. This article can be found at www.aicpa.org/download/acctstd/
ARS_article14.pdf.

Convergence With IFRS
Since the signing of the Norwalk Agreement by FASB and the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB), the bodies have had a common goal—one set of accounting standards for international use. In this agreement, each body acknowledged its commitment to
the development of high quality, compatible accounting standards that could be used for
both domestic and cross-border financial reporting. FASB and the IASB have undertaken
several joint projects, which are being conducted simultaneously in a coordinated manner
to further the goal of convergence of U.S. GAAP and IFRS. These ongoing joint projects
address the conceptual framework, business combinations, financial statement presentation, and revenue recognition. The “On the Horizon” section of this alert discusses these
joint projects. For more information, visit www.fasb.org and www.iasb.org.
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AICPA Launches IFRS.com Web Site
To assist in both awareness-building and education, the AICPA launched the new Web
site, www.ifrs.com, in May 2008. The site provides current information about developments in international convergence. Developed by the AICPA, in partnership with its
marketing and technology subsidiary CPA2Biz, www.ifrs.com provides a comprehensive
set of resources for accounting professionals, auditors, financial managers, audit committees, and other users of financial statements.
The Web site features tools and resources to help CPAs get acquainted with IFRS, the surrounding issues, and available support. Resources include a history of convergence, a high
level overview of the differences between IFRS and U.S. GAAP, frequently asked questions, articles, textbooks, CPE courses and live conference training, helpful links, and assistance for audit committee members.

Accounting for Losses Due to Fraud
A topic of discussion for management and their auditors is the manner in which losses due
to fraud are reflected in the financial statements. Because no accounting standard exists
that provides specific guidance on accounting for losses due to fraud, application of professional judgment in this matter can lead to different results. For example, some entities
have determined that the losses should be reported in the current period, when the entity
became aware of the fraud, whereas others are opting for a restatement of the financial
statements for one or more prior periods because they believe the loss in value occurred in
a prior period and, therefore, an adjustment is appropriate. It is important that proper disclosure be made in the financial statements.
Management should also be aware of the requirements to properly disclose or recognize
any liability associated with the potential clawback of distributions received from perpetrators of Ponzi schemes. In the case of Madoff Investment Securities, a possibility exists
that the bankruptcy trustee may file lawsuits to recover funds distributed to investors prior
to the discovery of the fraud for the purpose of redistributing the funds. Management, in
conjunction with appropriate legal counsel, should determine probability and result of
such a lawsuit and disclose or accrue a potential liability as required by FASB ASC 450,
Contingencies.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements and Related Guidance
The following tables present a list of recently issued accounting pronouncements and related guidance. For information on pronouncements issued subsequent to the writing of
this alert, please refer to the AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org and the FASB Web site at
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www.fasb.org. You may also look for announcements of newly issued accounting standards
in the CPA Letter and the Journal of Accountancy.
Recent Accounting Pronouncements and Related Guidance
Financial Accounting Standards
The FASB Accounting Standards Codification™ and the
Board (FASB) Statement No. 1685
Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—a
(June 2008)
replacement of FASB Statement No. 162
FASB Statement No. 1675
(June 2008)

Amendments to FASB Interpretation No. 46(R)

FASB Statement No. 1665
(June 2009)

Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets

FASB Statement No. 165
(May 2009)
(Codified at FASB Accounting
Standards Codification (ASC) 855,
Subsequent Events)

Subsequent Events

FASB Statement No. 1645
(May 2009)

Not-for-Profit Entities: Mergers and Acquisitions

FASB Statement No. 163
(May 2008)
(Codified at FASB ASC 944,
Financial Services—Insurance)

Accounting for Financial Guarantee Insurance Contracts—an
interpretation of FASB Statement No. 60

FASB Statement No. 1625
(May 2008)

The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

FASB Statement No. 161
(March 2008)
(Codified at FASB ASC 815,
Derivatives and Hedging)

Disclosures about Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities—an
amendment of FASB Statement No. 133

FASB Statement No. 160
(December 2007)
(Codified at FASB ASC 810,
Consolidation)

Noncontrolling Interests in Consolidated Financial Statements—an
amendment of ARB No. 51

FASB Statement No. 141
(revised 2007)
(December 2007)
(Codified at FASB ASC 805,
Business Combinations)

Business Combinations

FASB Emerging Issues Task Force
(EITF) Issues
(Various dates)

Go to www.fasb.org/eitf/agenda.shtml for a complete list of EITF
Issues.

FASB Staff Positions (FSPs)
(Various dates)

Go to www.fasb.org/fasb_staff_positions/ for a complete list of
FSPs.

5. See footnote 2.
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Recent Accounting Pronouncements and Related Guidance
Technical Questions and Answers
This question and answer indicates that the disclosures required by
(TIS) section 6931.11, “Financial
paragraphs 32–34 of FASB Statement No. 157 are required for
Statement Reporting and
individual investments under a master trust arrangement and are
Disclosure—Employee Benefit Plans”
not required for the plan’s total interest in the master trust.
(AICPA, Technical Practice Aids)
Issue Date: March 2009
(Nonauthoritative)
TIS section 6995.02, “Evaluation of
Capital Investments in Corporate
Credit Unions for Other-ThanTemporary Impairment” (AICPA,
Technical Practice Aids)
Issue Date: February 2009
(Nonauthoritative)

This question and answer highlights the authoritative literature that
helps a corporate credit union evaluate its membership capital
shares and paid-in capital in the U.S. Central Federal Credit Union
for other-than-temporary impairment charges at December 31,
2008.

TIS section 6995.01, “Financial
Reporting Issues Related to Actions
Taken by the National Credit Union
Administration on January 28, 2009, in
Connection with the Corporate Credit
Union System and the National Credit
Union Share Insurance Fund” (AICPA,
Technical Practice Aids)
Issue Date: January 2009
(Nonauthoritative)

This question and answer presents alternative views regarding
whether the actions of the National Credit Union Administration
constitute a type 1 or type 2 subsequent event with regard to the
valuation of a federally insured credit union’s NCUSIF deposit at
December 31, 2008. Additionally, this question and answer presents
alternative views on when and how the obligation for the insurance
premium should be recognized for financial reporting purposes.

TIS section 6910.29, “Allocation of
Unrealized Gain (Loss), Recognition
of Carried Interest, and Clawback
Obligations” (AICPA, Technical
Practice Aids)
Issue Date: January 2009
(Nonauthoritative)

This question and answer discusses how cumulative unrealized
gains (losses), carried interest, and clawback should be reflected in
the equity balances of each class of shareholder or partner at the
balance sheet date when preparing financial statements of an
investment partnership, in accordance with U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles, in which capital is reported by investor
class. In particular, this question and answer asks if cumulative
period-end unrealized gains and losses should be allocated as if realized in accordance with the partnership’s governing documents prior
to the date, time, or event specified in the partnership agreement.

TIS section 1900.01, “Condensed
Interim Financial Reporting by
Nonissuers” (AICPA, Technical
Practice Aids)
Issue Date: January 2009
(Nonauthoritative)

This question and answer indicates that when preparing condensed
interim financial statements, nonissuers may analogize to the
guidance in Article 10 of SEC Regulation S-X regarding form and
content because APB Opinion No. 28, Interim Financial Reporting,
does not provide a reporting framework. APB Opinion No. 28 is
codified primarily at FASB ASC 270, Interim Reporting.

TIS section 6300.36, “Prospective
Unlocking” (AICPA, Technical
Practice Aids)
Issue Date: December 2008
(Nonauthoritative)

This question and answer discusses when an insurance company
may change its original policyholder benefit liability assumptions.

TIS section 1100.15, “Liquidity
Restrictions” (AICPA, Technical
Practice Aids)
Issue Date: October 2008
(Nonauthoritative)

This question and answer discusses auditing and accounting issues
related to withdrawal restrictions placed on short-term investments
by a money market fund or its trustee.
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Accounting pronouncements and related guidance having particular significance to NFPs
are briefly explained here. The following summaries are for informational purposes only
and should not be relied upon as a substitute for a complete reading of the applicable
standard.
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Internal Control Issues and Developments
Recognize opportunities to improve your entity’s internal control and understand the
applicability of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission’s Internal Control over Financial Reporting—Guidance for Small Public
Companies in implementing internal controls in your organization.

Evaluating the Existence of Assets
The Bernard Madoff Investment Securities case, and other alleged frauds, brings to light a
number of risks that continually need to be considered and responded to by management
and auditors. Due to the nature of securities and other financial instruments, determining
and testing the ownership and existence of investments has become more difficult. Often,
securities and other investments purchased on behalf of an entity are held in the name of a
broker organization, which may or may not be a custodian; and generally, custodians do
not obtain a paper document anymore, only an electronic record of the assets.
Some examples of risks inherent in investment transactions that may be relevant when assessing existence are as follows:
The assets involved may not be readily available for physical inspection.
There could be a lack of effective, independent, third party oversight.
The information received from a broker organization, in the form of monthly
statements may require further verification to assess its reliability.
A lack of experience may exist on the part of the NFP with these types of transactions and, therefore, controls over existence may be nonexistent or poorly designed.
The transactions may be complex in nature, making them difficult to understand.
Management has a responsibility to design an internal control system that is responsive to
the risk of existence of assets (in addition to the valuation of assets). As part of their risk assessment procedures, auditors need to assess those controls and determine if the controls
have been implemented. If the auditor’s assessment indicates that management’s design or
operation of controls are not effective, then those deficiencies should be communicated
to those charged with governance if the control deficiency is a significant deficiency or
material weakness.
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Examples of procedures that can be performed by management that are designed to assess
the existence of assets could include the following:
Obtaining through site visits and documenting an understanding of existence controls placed in operation by any service organization that is utilized by the entity
and periodically reassessing that understanding
Obtaining evidence, through direct testing or a SAS 70 type 2 report, that the
service organization’s existence controls are appropriately designed and operating
effectively
Obtaining audited financial statements for any investments that are subject to
an independent financial statement audit (for example, an interest in a limited
partnership)
Inspecting other documentation supporting the entity’s interest in the security (for
example, correspondence from the broker organization or trustee acknowledging
transactions with the fund)

COSO Internal Control Guidance
In 2006, the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) issued a document titled Internal Control over Financial Reporting—Guidance for
Small Public Companies to provide guidance on how small companies can become more
knowledgeable about internal control, ultimately leading to more effective control systems
and greater proficiency in reporting on internal control for regulatory compliance purposes. COSO’s 1992 Internal Control—Integrated Framework has served as the internal
control standard for organizations implementing and evaluating internal control in compliance with the U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and the U.S. Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) Auditing Standard No. 2, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Conjunction With an Audit of Financial
Statements, which has now been replaced by PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 5, An Audit
of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That is Integrated with an Audit of Financial
Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Rules of the Board, “Standards”).
This small business guidance takes the concepts of Internal Control—Integrated Framework
and demonstrates their applicability for achieving financial reporting objectives of smaller
public companies. COSO’s primary goal is that these smaller businesses will use the guidance as a springboard for designing and implementing processes that will help them to
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better run their businesses as well as to evaluate the effectiveness of their internal controls
for regulatory purposes. Although the document was created for use with small publicly
traded companies, the guidance it provides is equally applicable to NFPs. More information is available at www.coso.org.

Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit
In October 2008, the AICPA Auditing Standards Board (ASB) SAS No. 115, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 325). SAS No. 115 amends SAS No. 112 and further clarifies
standards and provides guidance on communicating matters related to an entity’s internal
control over financial reporting (internal control) identified in an audit of financial
statements.
The new SAS is applicable whenever an auditor expresses an opinion on financial statements (including a disclaimer of opinion) except when the auditor is performing an integrated audit and will be expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over
financial reporting under Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 15, An
Examination of an Entity’s Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated With
an Audit of Its Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 501).
This new standard is effective for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or
after December 15, 2009, with early implementation permitted.
In general, SAS No. 115 retains many of the provisions of SAS No. 112; it provides guidance to (a) enhance the auditor’s ability to identify and evaluate deficiencies in internal
control during an audit, and then (b) communicate to management and those charged
with governance those deficiencies that the auditor believes are significant deficiencies or
material weaknesses.
The key differences between SAS No. 115 and SAS No. 112 lie in the definitions of material weaknesses and significant deficiencies. Under SAS No. 112, the auditor applied criteria
of likelihood and magnitude described in that standard to determine if a control deficiency reached the threshold of significant deficiency or material weakness. Under SAS
No. 115, the same criteria are used; however, more judgment is allowed for in determining
whether a control deficiency is a significant deficiency.
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Definitions of Significant Deficiency and Material Weakness
A material weakness is a deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control, such
that a reasonable possibility exists that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial
statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. For the purpose of this definition, a reasonable possibility exists when the likelihood of the event is
either reasonably possible or probable because those terms are used in FASB Statement No.
5, Accounting for Contingencies.6,7
A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control
that is less severe than a material weakness yet important enough to merit attention by
those charged with governance.
It is the responsibility of management and those charged with governance to monitor the
entity’s internal system to ensure that the controls are operating effectively and to address
any control deficiencies that may exist. That monitoring should also incorporate a systematic process to identify emerging risks of misstatement, so that the design of the internal
control system is continuously improved to mitigate new risks.

6. The term reasonably possible, as used in the definition of the term material weakness, has the same meaning as
defined in FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies. Paragraph 3 of FASB Statement No. 5 states
When a loss contingency exists, the likelihood that the future event or events will confirm the loss
or impairment of an asset or the incurrence of a liability can range from probable to remote. This
Statement uses the terms probable, reasonably possible, and remote to identify three areas within
that range, as follows:
a. Probable. The future event or events are likely to occur.
b. Reasonably possible. The chance of the future event or events occurring is more than remote
but less than likely.
c. Remote. The chance of the future event or events occurring is slight.
Therefore, the likelihood of an event is a reasonable possibility when it is reasonably possible or probable.
7. At the time of this writing, the FASB ASC had not yet been issued as authoritative. When the FASB ASC is
issued as authoritative, the definitions currently found in FASB Statement No. 5 will be located at FASB ASC
450-20-25-1.
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Audit and Attestation Issues Affecting Your Entity’s Audit
or Attest Engagement
Understand what your auditor will be looking for under the requirements for a riskbased approach to financial statement audits as a result of the current economic crisis.
The recent economic conditions and regulatory actions described in this alert may cause
additional risk factors that had not previously existed or did not have a material effect on
your entity in prior years. Some examples of issues that may result from the current economic conditions are as follows:
Constraints on the availability of capital and credit
Going concern and liquidity issues
Investment valuation issues
Marginal achievement of explicitly stated strategic or financial objectives
Use of off-balance-sheet financings, special-purpose entities, and other complex financing arrangements
Volatile real estate markets
Your entity’s auditor will be considering factors such as these in the audit of the financial
statements because these items may result in significant measurement uncertainty, including accounting estimates and fair value measurements, and operations that are exposed to
volatile markets. Your entity’s auditor may increase the extent of audit procedures, perform
procedures closer to year-end, or increase audit procedures to obtain more persuasive
evidence.

Audit and Attest Issues for Nonissuers
Fair Value Measurements
Expect your entity’s auditors to pay special attention to fair value measurements. Particular assets, liabilities, and components of equity are measured or disclosed at fair value in
the financial statements, and it is your responsibility as financial management to make the
fair value measurements and disclosures. It is the auditor’s responsibility, when auditing
these fair values, to ensure that they are in conformity with GAAP.
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Your entity’s auditor will carefully analyze the sufficiency of audit evidence to support fair
value measurements. The auditor will obtain an understanding of your entity’s process for
determining fair values, as well as whether the fair value measurements and disclosures are
in accordance with GAAP. During this testing, your entity’s auditor may also identify any
possible indicators of impairment. When testing the fair value measurements and disclosures, the auditor evaluates whether management’s assumptions are reasonable and reflect
market information or are not consistent with market information. In relation to FASB
Statement No. 157, this might include whether the market is distressed, whether the
transaction was an orderly transaction, the reasonableness of the determination within
the fair value hierarchy of inputs, and the reasonableness of the underlying assumptions.
You should consider these issues to ensure proper fair value measurements in your entity’s
financial statements and to expect your entity’s auditors to closely examine these
measurements.

Accounting Estimates
Your entity’s auditor is responsible for evaluating the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management in the context of the financial statements as a whole. Although this alert has discussed fair value measurements at length, it is important to
remember that many types of accounting estimates exist in your entity’s financial statements. Some examples include the allowance for uncollectible accounts receivable, impairment analysis and estimated useful lives of long-lived assets, valuation allowance for
deferred tax assets, and actuarial assumptions in pension and other postretirement benefit
costs. Given the current economic climate, your entity’s auditor will exercise additional
skepticism when considering the underlying assumptions used in accounting estimates.

Consideration of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern
The consideration of an entity’s ability to continue as a going concern is required in every
audit performed under generally accepted auditing standards and is an especially important consideration in the current state of the economy. As explained by AU section 341,
The Auditor’s Consideration of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), an auditor’s evaluation is based on relevant conditions that
exist at or have occurred prior to the date of the auditor’s report. It is important to note the
current time frame for this consideration is one year beyond the date of the financial statements. If the auditor believes a substantial doubt exists about the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, the next steps are to obtain management’s plans to mitigate the
effect of such conditions and then assess the likelihood that these plans can be effectively
implemented.
Some examples of indicators that there could be substantial doubt about the ability of your
entity to continue as a going concern include, but are not limited to, the following:
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Negative trends such as negative cash flows from operating activities, recurring operating losses, working capital deficiencies, or lack of the ability to obtain additional financing
Other indications of financial difficulties such as defaults on debt, debt covenants,
or both; arrearages in dividends; the need to seek new sources of financing; or the
disposal of substantial assets
Inadequate capitalization
Internal matters such as turnover in key management positions like CEO, CFO,
and controller, or substantial dependence on the success of a particular investment
or project
Entrance into a new market for which your entity might not have the required expertise to successfully compete
External matters such as financial market conditions
Some risks related to the current state of the economy that may influence your entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern include the following:
Lenders may be looking for ways to terminate lending relationships.
Financial support of a related party may not be a feasible mitigating factor depending on the financial health of that related party.
Financial health could be significantly weakened if your entity’s suppliers or customers have been strongly affected by the economic crisis.
Projections your entity based on historical data may not be reliable future predictions now.
In response to these risks, be prepared for your auditor to
discuss your entity’s relationship with lenders and thoroughly review loan
agreements.
focus on the viability of related parties to provide financial support and review any
formal documentation stating the details of this financial support.
obtain a strong understanding of your entity’s customers and suppliers and to focus
on any major customer or supplier to evaluate their financial health.
review any of your entity’s projections in detail and consider their reasonableness
based upon current economic conditions.
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If an auditor determines a substantial doubt exists about your entity’s ability to continue as
a going concern, the auditor should communicate with those charged with governance of
the entity in accordance with AU section 341. AU section 341 provides guidance to an auditor evaluating whether substantial doubt exists about an entity’s ability to continue as a
going concern and what the auditor should do when a going concern exists. FASB has undertaken a project that will relocate the guidance related to going concern from the auditing standards to accounting standards. See the “On the Horizon” section of this alert for
details.
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On the Horizon
Explore current projects and pronouncements to anticipate their effect on your entity.
Presented in the following sections is information about ongoing projects of particular significance or projects that may result in significant changes. Remember that exposure drafts
are nonauthoritative and cannot be used as a basis for changing existing standards.
The following table lists the various standard setting bodies’ Web sites through which information may be obtained on outstanding exposure drafts, including downloading exposure drafts. These Web sites contain in-depth information about proposed standards and
other projects in the pipeline. Many more accounting and auditing projects exist in addition to those discussed here. Readers should refer to information provided by the various
standard-setting bodies for further information.
Standard-Setting Body
AICPA Auditing Standards Board

Financial Accounting Standards Board
Governmental Accounting Standards Board
Professional Ethics Executive Committee

Web Site
www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/Accounting+
and+Auditing/Audit+and+Attest+Standards/Auditing+
Standards+Board/
www.fasb.org
www.gasb.org
www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/Professional+
Ethics+Code+of+Professional+Conduct/Professional+
Ethics/

Overhaul Project—AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit
Entities
The AICPA is continuing to make progress overhauling the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Not-for-Profit Entities, addressing numerous accounting, auditing, industry, and
regulatory issues that have transpired since this guide was originally issued in 1996. During this project, the AICPA will continue to issue annual editions of the guide, updated to
reflect recent audit and accounting pronouncements.

Accounting Pipeline
FASB and IASB Memorandum of Understanding
In September 2008, FASB and the IASB updated their Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU), originally published in 2006, to reaffirm their respective commitments to the
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development of high quality, compatible accounting standards that could be used for both
domestic and cross-border financial reporting. In developing the original MoU, FASB and
the IASB agreed on priorities and established milestones as part of a joint work program to
develop new common standards that improve the financial information reported to investors. FASB and the IASB agreed that the goal of joint projects is to produce common,
principles-based standards, subject to the required due process. In the MoU, the boards
identified the following 11 convergence topics on which to focus:
Business combinations
Financial instruments
Financial statement presentation
Intangible assets
Leases
Liabilities and equity distinctions
Revenue recognition
Consolidations
Derecognition
Fair value measurement
Postemployment benefits (including pensions)
Both FASB and the IASB note that their individual and joint efforts are not limited to the
preceding items, but they remain committed to the MoU. FASB and the IASB also have
several other joint projects in process including the conceptual framework project, emissions trading schemes, insurance contracts, and income taxes.
Readers also are encouraged to monitor developments on the AICPA’s Web site,
www.ifrs.com, in addition to the FASB, IASB, and SEC Web sites. The growing acceptance of IFRS as a basis for U.S. financial reporting could represent a fundamental change
for the U.S. accounting profession.

Other Accounting Projects
Additionally, FASB has the following projects underway:
Going concern.
Credit crisis projects that include the following:
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Measuring liabilities under FASB Statement No. 157
Embedded credit derivatives scope exceptions
Recoveries of other-than-temporary impairments
Improving disclosures about fair value measurements
Applying fair value to interests in alternative investments

Phase 2 of the applicability of FASB Interpretation No. 48 for private entities.
(FASB Interpretation No. 48 is codified at FASB ASC 740, Income Taxes.)
An amendment to FASB Statement No. 162, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles,8 and approval of FASB ASC.
Disclosure of certain loss contingencies.
Loan loss disclosures.
Phase two of postretirement benefit obligations including pensions.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities on available-for-sale debt securities that are expected to be held to recovery.
Oil and gas disclosures.
Treatment of base jackpot liabilities of casinos.
FASB and the IASB established an advisory group, the Financial Crisis Advisory Group
(FCAG), which is composed of senior leaders with international experience in financial
markets. The FCAG will advise FASB and the IASB about the standard-setting implications of the global financial crisis as well as changes to the global regulatory environment.
Readers should refer to http://fasb.org/fcag/index.shtml for additional information.

8. See footnote 2.
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Resource Central
Discover additional tools to increase your ability to serve your entity’s financial
reporting needs.
The following are various resources that you may find beneficial.

Publications
You may find the following publications useful. Choose the format that is best for you—
online, print, or CD-ROM.
Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Entities (2009) (product no. 012649kk
[paperback], WNP-XXkk [online with the associated Audit Risk Alert], or DNPXXkk [CD-ROM])
Audit and Accounting Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133
Audits (2008) (product no. 012748kk [paperback], WRF-XXkk [online with the
associated Audit Risk Alert], or DRF-XXkk [CD-ROM])
Audit and Accounting Guide Healthcare Entities (2009) (product no. 012619kk
[paperback], WHC-XXkk [online with the associated Audit Risk Alert], or DHCXXkk [CD-ROM])
Financial Reporting Alert Not-for-Profit Organizations—Accounting Issues and Risks
2008 (product no. 029207kk [paperback])
Smart Risk Management: A Guide to Identifying and Reducing Everyday Business Risks
(product no. 029884kk [paperback])
Checklists and Illustrative Financial Statements for Corporations (product no.
008939kk [paperback] or WCP-CL12 [online])
Preparing and Reporting on Cash- and Tax-Basis Financial Statements (product no.
006701kk [paperback])
Checklists and Illustrative Financial Statements Not-for-Profit Entities (product no.
008989kk [paperback] or WNP-CLkk [online])
Accounting Trends & Techniques, 62nd Edition (product no. 009900kk [paperback]
or WAT-XXkk [online])
Accounting Trends & Techniques—Not-for-Profit Organizations (2005) (product no.
006616kk)
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Audit and Accounting Manual (2008) (product no. 005138kk [paperback],
WAM-XXkk [online], or AAM-XXkk [loose leaf ])

AICPA reSOURCE: Accounting and Auditing Literature
The AICPA has created your core accounting and auditing library online. AICPA reSOURCE is now customizable to suit your preferences or your firm’s needs. Or, you can
sign up for access to the entire library. Get access—anytime, anywhere—to the AICPA’s
latest Professional Standards, Technical Practice Aids, Audit and Accounting Guides, Audit
Risk Alerts, Accounting Trends & Techniques, and more. To subscribe to this essential online
service for accounting professionals, visit www.cpa2biz.com.

Continuing Professional Education
The AICPA offers a number of CPE courses that are valuable to CPAs working in public
practice and industry, including the following:
AICPA’s Annual Accounting and Auditing Update Workshop (2009–2010 Edition)
(product no. 736185kk [text] or 187193kk [DVD]). Whether you are in industry
or public practice, this course keeps you current and informed and shows you how
to apply the most recent standards.
The International Financial Reporting Standards: An Overview (product no.
157220kk [online] or 739750HSkk [CD-ROM]). This course captures a live presentation on IFRS given to the AICPA board of directors.
Among the many courses, the following are specifically related to the NFP industry:
Nonprofit Auditing and Accounting Update (2008–2009 Edition) (product no.
732094kk [text] or 182075kk [DVD]). Covering all the latest auditing and accounting developments affecting not-for-profit entities, this course will give you a
complete understanding of changes in the not-for-profit environment. For 20082009, the course will include coverage of the new Yellow Book, SAS No. 112, and
more.
Accounting and Reporting Practices of Not-for-Profit Organizations (product no.
743276kk [text]). Understand and apply the requirements of FASB and AICPA
pronouncements to your not-for-profit clients. Consider real world financial statements, cases, and problems faced by CPAs with not-for-profit clients and by executives of NFPs.
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Frequent Frauds Found in Governments and Not-For-Profits (product no. 733311kk
[text]). Through an informative case study approach, this course illustrates common frauds that make headlines and damage the reputations of government and
NFPs.
Visit www.cpa2biz.com for a complete list of CPE courses.

Online CPE
AICPA CPExpress, offered exclusively through CPA2Biz, is the AICPA’s flagship online
learning product. AICPA members pay $180 for a new subscription and $149 for the annual renewal. Nonmembers pay $435 for a new subscription and $375 for the annual renewal. Divided into 1-credit and 2-credit courses that are available 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, AICPA CPExpress offers hundreds of hours of learning in a wide variety of topics.
Some topics of special interest to NFPs include the following:
Fair Value Accounting: A Critical New Skill for All CPAs
Controllers: AICPA’s Annual Update
Fraud in Exempt Organizations: The Governmental and Not-for-Profit Environments
Nonprofit Accounting: Financial Reporting
To register or learn more, visit www.cpa2biz.com.

Webcasts
Stay plugged in to what is happening and earn CPE credit right from your desktop.
AICPA webcasts are high quality, two-hour CPE programs that bring you the latest topics
from the profession’s leading experts. Broadcast live, they allow you to interact with the
presenters and join in the discussion. If you cannot make the live event, each webcast is
archived and available on CD-ROM.

CFO Quarterly Roundtable Series
The CFO Quarterly Roundtable Series, brought to you each calendar quarter via webcast,
covers a broad array of “hot topics” that successful entities employ and subjects that are
important to the CFO’s personal success. From financial reporting, budgeting, and forecasting to asset management and operations, the roundtable helps CFOs, treasurers, controllers, and other financial executives excel in their demanding roles.
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IFRS Quarterly Webcast Series
The IFRS Quarterly Webcast Series, brought to you each calendar quarter, is part of a
multistep educational process to get practitioners, financial managers, and auditors up to
speed on all aspects of IFRS implementation. Over the course of the quarterly series, IFRS
standards will be covered in depth. International harmonization is quickly approaching,
and this series will help both accountants and auditors stay abreast of the developments
and changes that they will need to implement.

Member Service Center
To order AICPA products, receive information about AICPA activities, and get
help with your membership questions, call the AICPA Service Operations Center at
(888) 777-7077.

Hotlines
Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline
Do you have a complex technical question about GAAP, other comprehensive bases of
accounting, or other technical matters? If so, use the AICPA’s Accounting and Auditing
Technical Hotline. AICPA staff will research your question and call you back with the
answer. The hotline is available from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST on weekdays. You can reach the
Technical Hotline at (877) 242-7212 or at www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/
Accounting+and+Auditing/Accounting+and+Auditing+Technical+Help.

Ethics Hotline
In addition to the Technical Hotline, the AICPA also offers an Ethics Hotline. Members
of the AICPA Professional Ethics Team answer inquiries concerning independence and
other behavioral issues related to the application of the AICPA Code of Professional
Conduct. You can reach the Ethics Hotline at (888) 777-7077 or by e-mail at
ethics@aicpa.org.

Industry Conferences
The AICPA offers a number of conferences for practitioners in business and industry that
include the most recent developments affecting the profession:
The AICPA offers its annual not-for-profit entities conference in June. The National Not-For-Profit Industry Conference is a comprehensive forum that deals
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with the challenges facing not-for-profit practitioners and financial executives
today. It’s where you’ll find out the latest information on the impact of tax, management, auditing, and accounting issues pertaining to NFPs. You’ll also receive
training in operational strategies that are crucial to the well-being of an NFP.
In November, the AICPA offers its Not-for-Profit Financial Executive Forum in
Anaheim, CA. This conference is a unique educational offering focusing on the issues faced by financial executives in NFPs. The objective of the forum is to provide
a solutions-based conference that will address a wide variety of relevant topics encountered by the NFP financial executive. The sessions offered will enable increased interaction and the exchange of ideas among the participants and seek to
provide clarification on the tough subjects.
Along with the Certified Management Accountants Canada and the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, the AICPA sponsors the International Financial Executives Leadership Forum. The next forum is scheduled to be held in
London in the fall of 2009.
The AICPA sponsors a Controllers Workshop in the summer and fall of each year.
The Controllers Workshop is a two-day conference developed by controllers for
controllers. Controllers, accounting and financial managers, treasurers, CFOs, and
CEOs are all encouraged to attend. The 2009 Controllers Workshops will take
place July 21–22 in Las Vegas, Nevada and November 10–12 in Lake Buena Vista,
Florida.
The AICPA International Business, Accounting, Auditing, and Tax Conference is a
two-day conference that addresses today’s new economic challenges, the fundamentals and fine points of international accounting, auditing, and tax issues, as
well as how to do business in particular regions of the world. This conference is
held in Washington, DC, in late spring.
The AICPA National CFO Conference provides the opportunity to learn from expert speakers and fellow practitioners who share insights and practical examples on
how they are managing now and in the future. The focus of this conference is on
using and developing appropriate resources, enhancing your leadership skills, and
recognizing and managing risks. This conference is held in La Jolla, CA, in late
spring.
For further information about AICPA conferences or to register, call (888) 777-7077 or
visit www.cpa2biz.com.
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Services for AICPA Members in Business, Industry, and Government
The AICPA provides a number of services tailored to its members in business and industry. Included in those are the following centers and services: the Financial Management Center, the Audit Committee Effectiveness Center, and the Audit Committee
Matching System. These centers and services can be accessed by visiting www.aicpa.org/
Professional+Resources/Business+Industry+and+Government/.

AICPA Financial Management Center
The Financial Management Center serves CPAs working in business, industry, and government and is designed to provide financial managers and executives with tools and resources to move entities forward.

Audit Committee Effectiveness Center
Realizing that financial statement integrity and reliability depends upon balancing the
pressures of multiple stakeholders, including management, regulators, investors, and the
public interest, this center provides guidance and tools to make audit committee best practices actionable. Several audit committee toolkits are offered through this center including
public company, not-for-profit, and government toolkits.

Audit Committee Matching System
The Audit Committee Matching System was designed (a) to provide members with opportunities to serve on boards of directors and (b) as a public service to provide a list of
qualified, credentialed candidates to serve on boards of directors and, presumably, the
audit committees of those boards.

AICPA Industry Expert Panel—Not-for-Profit Entities
For information about the activities of the AICPA Not-for-Profit Entities Industry
Expert Panel, visit the panel’s Web page at www.aicpa.org/Professional+Resources/
Accounting+and+Auditing/Accounting+Standards/expertpanel_notforprofit.htm.

Industry Web Sites
The Internet covers a vast amount of information that may be valuable to NFPs, including
current industry trends and developments. Some of the more relevant sites for NFPs include those shown in the appendix of this alert.
****
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This Financial Reporting Alert replaces Not-for-Profit Organizations—Accounting Issues
and Risks 2008.
The Financial Reporting Alert Not-For-Profit Entities—Accounting Issues and Risks is published annually. As you encounter issues that you believe warrant discussion in next year’s
alert, please feel free to share them with us. Any other comments that you have about the
alert would also be appreciated. You may e-mail these comments to ccole@aicpa.org or
write to:
Christopher Cole, CPA, CFE, CFF
AICPA
220 Leigh Farm Road
Durham, NC 27707-8110
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Appendix—Additional Web Resources
Here are some useful Web sites that may provide valuable information to accountants.
Web Site Name
American Institute
of CPAs (AICPA)

AICPA Accounting
Standards Executive
Committee (AcSEC)

AICPA Accounting
and Review Services
Committee (ARSC)

AICPA Professional Issues
Task Force (PITF)

Better Business Bureau
Board Source
The Chronicle of Philanthropy

CompassPoint Nonprofit
Services

CPAnet
Economy.com

The Federal Reserve Board
Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB)

Content
Summaries of recent auditing
and other professional standards
as well as other AICPA
activities
Summaries of recently issued
guides, technical questions
and answers, and practice
bulletins containing financial,
accounting, and reporting
recommendations, among
other things
Summaries of review and
compilation standards and
interpretations

Summaries of practice issues
that appear to present
concerns for practitioners
and for disseminating
information or guidance, as
appropriate, in the form of
practice alerts
Information about NFPs and
donors
Resources to help strengthen
NFP boards of directors
Articles from the Chronicle of
Philanthropy newspaper and
links to other sites
Workshops, consulting, publications, and other information and
resources of interest to managers
of NFPs
Links to other Web sites of
interest to CPAs
Offers analysis, data, forecasts,
and information on the United
States and world economies
Source of key interest rates
Summarizes of recent accounting
pronouncements and other FASB
activities

Web Site
www.aicpa.org
www.cpa2biz.com
www.ifrs.com
www.aicpa.org/Professional+
Resources/Accounting+and+
Auditing/Accounting+Standards

www.aicpa.org/Professional+
Resources/Accounting+and+
Auditing/Audit+and+Attest+
Standards/Accounting+and+
Review+Services+Committee
www.aicpa.org/Professional+
Resources/Accounting+and+
Auditing/Audit+and+Attest+
Standards/Professional+
Issues+Task+Force

www.give.org
www.boardsource.org
www.philanthropy.com

www.compasspoint.org

www.cpanet.com
www.economy.com

www.federalreserve.gov
www.fasb.org

(continued)
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Web Site Name
Government Accountability
Office (GAO)
Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB)
Guidestar
Independent Sector

Information for Tax-Exempt
Organizations (an IRS site)

International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB)

International Auditing
and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB)
International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC)
National Association of
College and University
Business Officers

The National Center
for Charitable Statistics (NCCS)
The Nonprofit Risk
Management Center
The Nonprofit Times Online

Private Company Financial
Reporting Committee (PCFRC)

USA.gov

U.S. Office of Management
and Budget (OMB)

66

Content
Policy and guidance materials
and reports on federal
agency major rules
Summarizes of recent accounting
pronouncements and other
GASB activities
Information, news, and resources
for NFPs and donors
A forum to encourage giving,
volunteering, NFP initiatives,
and citizen action
A Treasury Department site
providing information and
answers to frequently asked
questions regarding tax-exempt
entities
Summaries of International
Financial Reporting Standards
and International Accounting
Standards
Summaries of International
Standards on Auditing

Web Site
www.gao.gov

Information on standards
setting activities in the
international arena
Provides information geared
to colleges and universities,
including accounting tutorials
on specific situations
encountered in higher
education accounting
Provides statistics on revenue
and expenses of NFPs
Provides information to help
NFPs control their risks
Articles from the Nonprofit
Times newspaper and links
to other sites
Information on the initiative
to further improve FASB’s
standard setting process to
consider needs of private
companies and their constituents
of financial reporting
Portal through which all
government agencies can be
accessed
OMB information and literature
including cost circulars

www.ifac.org

www.gasb.org

www.guidestar.org
www.independentsector.org

www.irs.gov/charities/index.html

www.iasb.org

www.iaasb.org

www.nacubo.org

www.nccs.urban.org
www.nonprofitrisk.org
www.nptimes.com

www.pcfr.org

www.usa.gov

www.whitehouse.gov/OMB

